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ABSTRACT

The purpose of this study r¡ras to determíne the effect

of varíous types of \^rritten affective feedback both on

students I creaLive thinking and aÈtiËudes Èor.rard sel-f- and

school-related factors. The feedback dimensions included

tone and personalizatíon

The sample consisted of 237 eighth grade students drawn

on a proportionate random basis from four junior high schools

in a predominantly niddle class suburb. The sample t^Ias strat-

ified by three levels of abil-ity and then furËher subdivíded,

by random assignment of subjecËs to one of the following five

treatment groups wíthin each abílity level: Positive Personal;

Positive Impersonal; Negative Personal; Negative Impersonal;

No Comment. The Torrance TesËs of Creative, Thinking (Verbal)

úas used to measure creativity (defíned in this study as di-

vergent thinking ability involved in creative problen solving)

urder experiæntal- feedback conditions.

Analysis of covariance indicated ËhaË Èhere I¡Ias no sig-

nificant difference in the change of attitudes among ability

or treatment groups due to various types of affective feedback.

Analyses of varíance, however, did reveal significant differ-

ential effects of feedback among treatmenÈ groups for Fluency,

Flexibility, Originality and ToËal Creativity. Orthogonal

comparisons revealed Èhat posítive feedback tras more effectíve

than negative feedback in stimulatíng creative production.

Further, the results provide strong evidence to suggest that

personaLized feedback is more efficacious in evoking creative

production than feedback whÍch is impersonal in nature

1v
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CHAPTER I

PURPOSE AND SIGNIFICANCE OF THE STUDY

fhe Purpose

main purpose of thÍs study vras to determine the

various types of affective feedback on studentsl

creatíve thinking. A secondary concern \nras to determine the

effect of affective feedback on sËudents t attítud.es toward

self- and school-relaËed factors. Feedbaek was provided by

written colnments designed to have an affectíve impact rather

than to províde inforrnation. This affective feedback corr

ponent had tv¿o dimensíons: tone and personalizatíon. Tone

varíatÍons extended along a continuum of positively and

negatively loaded written statements while personali zatíon

was operationally determined by the inclusion of personal

pronouns and the subjectts name in the g6rrmg¡!. Varying

the conbinations of these affective dimensions d.etermíned

the type and amount of affective feedback.

Conceptual- Framework

Wtril-e Èhe terns "feedbackt' and t,knowledge of resul-tsrt

are usually considered'synonymous and are often used. inter-

changeably, sone investigaÈors make a distinction between

feedback and "reinforcementt'. De Cecco (196g, p.253) sug-

gested, at least with respect to Èhe huuan organism, that
ttl,ihereas the terrn reinforcement connotes the hedonic aspect

of reward the tern feedback sÈresses the ínformational



aspect of the teacherfs function.rr However, it seems reason-

able to assume thaÈ reinforcement, defined as the consequences

or effect of a behavioral act, may serve as an affective

stimul-us to the organism. Hence, reinforcement is not func-

tionally dissimilar to feedback but rather can be considered

to differ in the type and/or quality of its ínformational

content

Much of the basíc.research conducted on feedback has

been concerned with the effects of: (a) amount of feedback,

(b) compl-eteness of feedback, (c) del-ay of feedback, (d)

frequency of feedback.

The relatÍonship between task performance and the amount

of reinforcement provided has been widel-y investigated. Many

studies (Hutt, Lg54; Guttman, 1953; Zeaman, lg4g; Passeyn 1948;

Gantt, 1943; Crespi, 1942, L944) support Kímblers (1961, p.138)

statemenÈ thaÈ rrperformance increases as a negatively acceler-

ated function vlith increases in the amount of reinforcement.tt

I,ütrÍlg the quantity or amount of reinforcement. has been

shown to affect performance, additional research has indica-

ted the importance of feedback quality. Studies (Chansky,

1960; Bourne and PendleEon, 1958; Bryan ¿nd Rigney, 1956;

Thorndike, Ig32; Towbridge and Cason, Lg32) do suggesË that

the efficacy of feedback varies in proportion to íts com-

pLeÈeness. IË nay be Èhat the quai-ity of feedback (partÍc-

ularly non-materíal) is more important than quantity in

deternining the behavior of human organisms. De Cecco



(1958, p. 257) endorsed the imporËance of feedback qualiÈy

ín his statement, ttlearning canrioÈ occur efficiently without

the student I s obtaining feedback on the qualiËy of his

ef f orts. rr

Perhaps the most. widety researched. aspect of reinforce-

ment has been the effect of delay of feedback on performance.

Kinbl-e (1961, p" i40) reported Èhat rtseveral independent lines

of evidence suggest that responses spatially or temporally

near reinforcement are learned more quickly than responses

remote from reinforcement. I' This notion is supported by the

the fíndings of Meyer (1960b), Sax (1960), Greenspoon and

Foreman (L956) and Angel1 (1949) who reported that inmediate

feedback has a significantly greater facilitating effecË on

learning Èhan does delayed feedback. Other (Evans et a1,

1960a; Sax, 1960) found no difference between the two kinds

of feedback on learning,and reÈenÈion.

There is no consistent evidence to suggest that delay of

reinforcement restrÍcts the learning of children. Several

sËudies of discrimination learning in children have found

thaË delay of reinforcement produces negligible effects on

the rate of learníng (Brackbill, I^Iagner and Inlil-son, 1964;

Renner, 1964). Other research has indicated that protracted

delay of reinforcement may reËard learníng (Terrett and ülare,

L96I'" trnlare and Terrell, 1961). Contrarily, Brackbill, I^lagner

and Wilson (1964) and Líntz (1968) found that delayed rein-

forcement facil-itates reÈent.ion.



Closely all-Íed r,rith the effect of feedback delay ís

the frequency of reinforcement. Bourne and Haygood (1960),

Chansky (1960) and Bourne and Pend.leton (1958) found rhat

continuousJ-y, as opposed to intermíttently administered feed-

back is more effective in concept learning. However,

accordíng to Krumbol-tz and Inleisman (I962b) and Lambert (L962)

the relative frequency of feedback does not appear to ínfluence

learning ouÈcomes in more sequential types of programmed

learning.

The affecËive couponent of reinforcement, which may be

considered a qualitative one, has been the subject of

several- sÈudies (Hartup, Moore and Sager, 1963; and Brown,

1958). These studies showed that providing both positive

and negative feedback facilitates learning because the sub-

ject is more completely informed than íf he receives only

one form of feedback. Sinilarly, the differentÍal effecÈs

of reward and punishmenÈ have received soue experimental

attention. Thorndike felt reward to be a more stable and

stronger influence for desirable behavÍor than punishmenÈ.

Skinner, working \,rith raËs, noÈed a more temporary, unpre-

dictable effect with punishmenË. Of direct rel-evance to

the present study j.s one by Hurlock (1925) in which he

reported that praise \,ras more effective in improvíng per-

formance than reproof, ignoring, or no comment.

Further research relevant to the presenÈ study in-

volves the effect of success and faÍlure on motivation.



Atkinson (1964, 1957) offered research and theory to suggest

that failure does not always bring about a decrease in motí-

vation. He hypothesized that there are optiuum levels of

motÍvation which may be reached through either success or

failure

Wtrile the basic research outlines has remote reLevance

to the presenË study, fíndíngs from applíed research bear

dÍrectly on íts theoretical underpínning.

Relatively few researchers have been concerned with only

Ëhe effect of feedback versus no feedback. Campeau (1968),

Karraker (7967) and Plowman and Stroud (1942) found that the

performance. of students who receÍved feedback regarding their

results was better than thaË of those who had not received such

feedback. Additional studies (Gee, 19703 SassenraÈh and

Garverick, 1965; Travers g! al, L964; Page, 1958) included

a no feedback treatment in their desÍgn to serve as a control-

measure and/or measure of relat.Íve efficacy of other feedback

treatments. All showed the no feedback treatmenÈ to be less

effect.ive than feedback treatment

The differential effects of feedback, varying in inforur-

ational content, have received. considerabl-e attention from

researchers - boËh as a maín effect and in interaction with

oËher feedback variables. Gilman (L964), for example, found

that students who received feedback of the correct response or

feedback appropriate to the response they had nade or a combin-

ation of Èhese Ëreatnents performed signifícantly beÈter than



those who reeeiVed no infOrmation or merely ttcorïecËtt or

"wrongtt. Studies by Sassenrath and Garverick (1965) and

Curtis and lnlood (1929) reporÈed that performance varied direct-

ly as a funcËion of the compleÈeness of feedback. Travers

eÈ al (1964) found that reËention was best for feedback modes

which provided the greatest amount of redundant ínformation

and in which the correct ansú/er was the last píece of ínform-

ation transmitted" I'urther, Stone (1965) proposed thaË the

val-ue of feedback r¿ouLd be proporËional to the amount of ín-

formation conËained in ít. He obËained better results for

sÈudents who vrere informed why alternative ans\'Iers r¡Iere r¡Irong '

SÈudents who received less ínformation performed l-ess wel1.

The ínteraction of feedback varíab1-es, de1-ay and com-

pl-eteness, has been the subject of many researchers (SËurges,

!972a, lg72b, Lg6g, 1966; Phye and Ba1-ler, I97O; More, 19693

Sassenrath and Yonge, 1969, 1968; Sassenrath, Yonge, and

Shrable, 1968; St,urges, Sarafino and Donaldson, 1968; Boersma

1965; St,urges and crawford, L964; Brackbil-I, Bravas and sÈar,

L9623 BrackbiLl and Kappy, 1962) " Results of this research

do not support the Ëheory thaË immediate feedback facilitates

learning and retention - a theory that received a great deal

of support from the findings of experiments conducted \"tith

subhgnan organÍsms. Rather, findings of these studies indi-

cated that medíaËing variables combÍne to produce their effects

and that all shoul-d be considered when making generalizatlons

about the effect of any síngle variabl-e on human l-earning

and retenËion.



Tfiese studies, enployíng a great varíety and combin-

ãtion of independenE variables and controls, have yielded

findíngs and provided recouunendations aimed at improving class-

room practice and instructíon. Conflicting, or at least

ínconsistenË fíndings of studies using human subjecËs suggests

the need for examination of the possible effect, on perform-

ance, of variables having intrinsic value to the organism.

Recently, at least a few studies (Hammer, L972;

Bridgernan, LgTI; Stuenpfig and Maehr, 1970; Gee, I97O; Taylor

and Hoedt, L966; Sweet, L966; Page, 1958) have taken into

account the need to examine not only the informatíonal content

of feedback. but also its affecËive impact. The main vehicles

for providing this type of feedback have been teachersr written

and verbal cornments. The resulÈs of these studies indícate

that the affective content of teachersf conments can have a

sígnificant effect on student attitudes and performance.

sÍnce the theoretical framework of this study is derived

from the fíndings of both basic and applied researeh, ít Ís

necessary Ëo define the context in which it nay be most appro-

príate1y consídered.

Hilgard (1964) described síx stages of l-earning research,

ranging from the ttpurest" or most basic to the ttmost applÍed"

research (i.e" that concerned with the adoptÍon of an improved

practice). The síx stages described exist along a continuum

and it is fallacious to assume that decisive boundaries exíst

between stages. Dístínctlon between stages three and four



where the basic research studíes employ school- rel-evant subjects

(i.e. school-age children) and materials (i.e. curriculum

materials and/or skills). Some of the studies described fall

into Èhis area and ít nay be effectively argued by some that

they belong in the realm of basic research. However, Ëhe

writer feels that the studies discussed are sufficíently re-

moved from the purely scientifíc realm to have relevance for

educational practice and Írnplication for thís study whích may

be considered Ëo be on the borderline between basíc and applíed

research.

Signíficance of the Study

The inportance and value of this sÈudy are derived from

the facÈ thaÈ it invesËigated a relatively unexpl-ored aspect

of feedback. Other studies have been concerned with feedback

versus no feedback (Gee, L}TO; Campeau, 1968; Karraker, 1967;

Sassenrath and GarverÍck, 1965; Travers g! al, L964; Page,

1958; Plowman and SÈroud, Ig42), delay of feedback (Meyer,

1960b; Sax, 1960; Grice, L942; Hull, 1934c; Tolman, L934bi

Montpel-lier, 1933; Yoshioka, L929), affective tone of feedback

(Gee, I97O; Sweet, Lg66) and completeness of feedback (Gilman,

1969; Chansky, 1960; Bourne and Pendleton, 1958; Stone, 1955;

Thorndike, 1932; Towbrídge and Cason, 1932). While the present

study reeognizes the need to ex¡mine further the effect of

feedback versus no feedback, particularly in the context of a

creative thinking task, it Ís predicated on the need Èo examine

the lnteraction of personalization with affective tone of



feedback.

' The extent to whieh students feel that their work has

received the teacher's personal attention rnay affect their

performance on a given task. It rnay be that teachersr written

coÍments serve as motivators and that the potency of these

comments may vary as a funct.ion of their affective content-

tone and personalization. These commenËs have the poÈentíal to

provide moËivat.ion for many students. Too often, teachers, d.ue

to indifference or pressure of time or soue combinatíon of

these and other personal and sit.uatíonal facËors, resort. to

stereotyped, impersonal- comments when grading studentst work.

In content areas, where mastery of subject matter from tests

and notes ís eurphasÍzed and accepËable performance lirrits are

thus defined and indicated by numerical and/or l-etter grades,

igpersonal gsÍmenÈs nay not have any sígnificant effect.

However, the writer has observed that,, when students are re-

quired to display orÍginality ín their Ëhinking (eg. poetry,

creative writing, art) they often experience difficulty. It

is impossible and even undesirable to define acceptabl-e and

unacceptable l-imits for creative production since it involves

an evaluation ¡,rhich is essentially personal- hence subj ective.

For many studenËs, a non-directed creative task produces ambi-

guity and uncertainty v¡hich in turn makes productíion difficult

and causes students to be very sensitive to any judgement of

their work.

It nay be hypoÈhesized thaÈ sÈudents wilL react first to
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the tone of a comment regarding theÍr work. The ultimate

effect of this corurent, hor.rever, Dây depend upon how directly

the student interprets it (i.e. the degree to whích he feels

the comment hTas directed to hím personally). The comment may

be interpreted as an indication of both the teacherfs involve-

ment in Èhe studentfs work and his feelings toward the student.

Essentíal to creative production is a supportíve Learn-

ing clirnate. This clinaËe is largeLy the responsibility of

the teacher. Pupil-teacher dynamícs plays a major role in

establ-íshing and r¡aintaining an envíronment in which students

are encouraged to expïess theír thoughts and feelings without

fear of ridicule or undue crÍticísm. A teacherls v¡ritten

coÍìments to students regarding their work must be considered

an importanË part of pupil--teacher interaction, particularly

in view of the permanence of theÍr r,rritten form. InvesÈi-

gation of thÍs variable hopefulLy r¿ill contribute to a better

understa-nding of its dynamics and. effecÈs, thus adding to

basic knowledge and contributing to Èheory applícable in the

classroom
I

Plan of the Study

A stratified (treatment x abiLity) random sample of. 237

eighth grade students, drawn from four junior hígh schools in

a niddle cl-ass ilinnipeg suburb, served as subjects for the study.

During the experimental period of Ëwo .and one ha1-f weeks,

subjects srere required to complete five acÈívities (1-4, 1-8,

4t-A, 4'I,, 6-A) seJ-ected from alternaËe forms of the
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Torrance TesËs of Creative Thipking (Verbal-). An Attitude

Scale was devised and used as the pre- and posË-treatment

measure of the subjectsf feelings regarding self- and school-

related factors.

Creative thinking ability groups (high, middle, 1ow)

r,rere esËablished on the basis of the results from the first

Torrance acËivity. Equal numbers of subjects \"liËhin each

ability group ¡¿ere then randomly assigned Èo one of five

conment treatments: Positíve Personal-; Positíve Impersonal;

Negative Personal; Negative Impersonal; No Comment. Perform-

ance on all subsequent tasks - regardless of actual merit -

received commenË on the basis of assignmenË to Èreatment group"

The No Cormnent treatment group received only the experimenterfs

hand-written inítials, indicatíng that the paper had been"read"

A1l- "marked" papers rÀtere returned irunedíately prior to

wrÍtÍng the next activity.

Organization .f th. StudY

Chapter I has discussed the purpose, signÍficance and

theoreËical- framework of the study and included a procedural

sulürlary.

Chapter II r^rill discuss those research studies whích

provide the theoretical underpinning of the present study.

Particular attention will be focused on those strands which

were most instrumental in raising the questions investigated

by the study.
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Chapter III will include definition of terms, state-

ment of hypotheses and a detailed descríption of procedures.

Chapter IV will present and descríbe the findings of

the study

Chapter V will interpret and consider the implications

of the findings. Li¡ritations of the study, as we1-l as sug-

gestions for furÈher research, will also be incl-uded in this

chapter



CHAPTER II

REVIEI{ OF THE LITERATURE

Relevance of Operant Conditioning Theory
for Educational Practice

The tr.rentieth cenËury revolution in the behavioral

sciences has enabled increased precision in the description

of human behavior. trIhile des'críption of behavior has been a

persistenË preoccupation of social scíentísts, ultimaËe objec-

tives have transcended mere description; the goal sought has

been to define behavior more precisel-y and thus uake possible

íts predieËion and control.

These advances in prediction and control of behavior

have resulted from wide experimentation with the reciprocal

relatíonship between behavior and iËs consequence. The conse-

quence, or resuJ-ts, of a behavioral act do affecÈ the proba-

bility of the behavior recurring under the same, or simil-ar,

stimulus conditíons, and also affect íts strength and dÍrection"

Studies spawned by reinforcemenË theory have manipulated a host

of consequence or response-variables Ín order to determine

specific rel-ationship wíth the stimulus event.

Basic research in reinforcement theory has investigated

a wide range of reinforcement variables and their subsequent

effect on behavior. The differential effects of positive and

negaËive reinforcement, and the effect of delay, amount, com-

pleÈeness and frequency of reinforcemenÈ have al-l received

extensive attention. SÈudies have focused primarily on the
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verification" explanation and extensíon of reinforcement

principles and have employed J_aboratory and similarly con-

trived situatíons for these purposes. consequently, the find-

ings from basic reinforcement research had little direct

relevance for educational praetíce, curriculum or materials.

specific basic experimental strands, whíle remote fron applied

inplicaËions, have, however contributed signifieantly to the

knowledge which forms the bases for applied research using

human subjects and rfrelevantt' tasks ín a trnorrnl" setting.

Gradual-ly, researchers have become concerned with the

practical aspects of reinforcement theory. During the past ten

years, this. has been reflected ín the research desÍgn and

inplications of findings for education. Much of this work has

focused on variables which operate in the classroom to effect

a wide range of social and academic behavÍors. Management of

these variables to effect desirable behavior tradítional-ly has

been a vital concern of teachers.

llhil-e teachers are concerned with establishing and main-

taíning desirable student behavior, both social- and academic,

the degree Èo which they aïe successful_ varies. In their

search for a formula ¡¿hich will bring order and academic excell-

ence to Èhe classroom, teachers nay experiment wíth a variety

of Ëechniques and methods. rn the course of their experimen-

tation they discover that some techniques accomplish desired

goal-s for almost all students under al-most any cond,ition while

the efficacy of other techniques varies among students, cl-asses,
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schools. The most important quesËion, however, is not whether

a method or technique succeeds or fail-s, but rather whv it

succeeds or faíls. Understanding why is crucial if a teacher

is to íncrease the probability of success and/or reduce the

risk of failure under siurílar circumsËances ín the future.

Understanding why can help to obviate trial-and-error, hit-

and-miss approaches to instrucÈíon and disciplíne. Knowledge

and responsible application of behavioral principles can make

establishing and maintaining desirable behavior less acciden-

tal, undírected and unstable. SËated more positively, under

scientific management, desired behavior can be planned, dir-

ected and. sÈab1e - in short, controllable, hence predictable"

More specifically, knowledge and application of operant con-

ditioning principles makes possible the systematic manipula-

tion of those variables crucial to establishíng and naintaining

optirnally desirable behavior in the classroom. IntuítÍon and

tradition alone should not. determine the nature of student-

teacher Ínteraction.

Ttre notion of systeur,aËic, not to mention scientific,

conËrol of human behavior connotes in the rninds of many people

the subverting of hunan will and morals. Wtrile the efficacy

of operant conditioning prínciples applied to human behavior

has been firmly established, its legitimacy is not unquestioned.

Yet, f-ike many other scientÍfíc tools and techniques, operanË

condítioning or behavior nodification is only as legitimate

and ethical as those who employ it and Èhe ends to which it is
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applÍed. The potential for proper and improper use is equar.

Tfie dynarnics of operant condítioning operate ín the daily rives
of all people and aË all revels of consciousness,and. knowledge

of eondiËioning principles makes the prediction and control of
behavior possible. rn order to help clarify thís díscussion

and provide a perspective for examination of the pertinenË

research, a definíËíon of operanË conditioning and descrip-

tÍon of its main principles aïe necessary.

PrÍnciples of Operant Conditioning

operant condÍtioning, in skinnerian terns, refers to
a process in which Èhe frequency of response occurrence is
nodified by its consequences.

The consequences of behavior may "feed back'l ínto
the organism. I^Ihen Ëhey do they may change theprobability that the behavior which produced themwill occur again (Skinner, 1953, p.5ó).

Reinforcers and Ëhe act of reinfoïcement are the means

by which response probabilities are established, maintained

and modÍfíed. ReÍnforcement may be defined as any behavi-

oral- antecedent which increases the frequency with rvhi-ch the

behavior occurs

A reinforcer is al-ways defined in terrn-s of its effect
on the subsequent frequency of the response r¿hich preceded it.
rf a behavioral antecedent, introduced as a consequence of a

response, increases the probability that a sinilar response

will occur under similar stimulus condÍtions Ín the future,

Loral
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antecedent, removed as a consequence of a response, increases

the probability that a simílar response r¿ill occur under sini-

l-ar stimul-us conditions in the future, it is cal-l-ed a negative

reinforcer. Negative reinforcenent is ofËen confused r.lith

punishmenÈ. Punishment refers to the introduction of an aver-

sive stimulus as the consequence of a response, the inËention

of v¡hich is t.o decrease the probabilíty of the response occur-

ring under simílar stimulus conditíons in the future.

The concept of exËinction is a1-so pertínent to the ensu-

íng discussion. The disappearance of a response after a

period of non-reínforcement is called extinction. Resístance

to exËinctÍon is positívely related to the strength of pre-

ceding conditioning. Tf few responses have been reinforced

extinction occurs quickly. ProtracËed reinforcement retards

the extinction process

Itre studies to be consídered will be viewed within the

context of operant condiÈioning theory. Anythíng which, by

its introduction, íncreases or ímproves performance may be

considered positively reinforeing. Similarly, anything which,

by its removal, increases or improves performance may be con-

sídered negatively reínforcing. Behavior or performance \rhich

deteriorates or disappears due to the removal or t.otal lack

of reÍnforcement can be attrÍbuted to the process of extinctíon.

Due to the nat.ure of the present study, r,¡hich nay be

characterized as applied, the following revier¡ of literaÈure

wil-l be confined to studies which are subsumed by the category
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of applíed research. The valuable contributíon rnade by basic

research Ëo the founding body of knowledge from which this
study and oËhers have evolved has already been acknowledged

and discussed briefly under the conceptual Framevrork in

Chapter I. l

This revíer^r Íncludes only those areas of sËudy consi-

dered most directly relevant to the present study. These

areas will be exa-ined in the following sequence:

(1) Feedback versus No Feedback; (2) eual-ity of Feedback;

(3) Affective Teacher Feedback.

An effort is made to describe the purpose, treatments,

educatíonal.1eve1 and findings of each study. I,Ihere appro

priate' an atÈernpt ís made to explaín findings according to

operant conditioning principles.

Feedback versus No Feedback

comparing the effect of feedback versus no feedback on

performance has been the concerïì. of relatively few researchers.

The value of providing feedback is illustrated by the work of

ï'lexley and rhorntoa (r972). college students v¡rote four

multiple choice quizzes buÈ receíved feedback for only half
the iterns on each quiz. on a tesÈ comprised of an equal nur
ber of feedback and non-feedback itens, subjects scored signi-
ficantly hígher on feedback items than on non-feedback iÈeurs 

"

since feedback coneisted of an explanatíon of the correct

ansvter, it is reasonable to assuue that such feedback was posi-

tively reinforcing in instances where students had made correct
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Tesponses. Similarly, feedback may have been mildly aversive

or punishÍng for incorrect responses. Thus, feedback may have

provided the basis for discriurinating betvreen correct and

incorrect responses and increased the probabiliËy that correct

responses would be made in the fuLure. Non-reinforcement may,

aË best, have had no effecÈ on performance. However, there

is the possibilíty that it nay have caused anrbiguíty and/or

frustration whích, in turn, 1ed to a variety of irrelevant or

avoidance-type responses. Further, non-reinforcement may have

been responsible for extinguishíng correct responses that were

made, al-though it can be effectively argued that incorrect

responses were 5imíf¿¡fy extinguíshed.

Carupeau (1968), usÍng a programned. instruction unit with

fifth grade students, found that high-anxiety girls who received

feedback during learning sessions performed sígnificantly

better on both ímnediate and delayed post-tests, than did their

counterparts who received no feedback during learníng sessions.

Boys showed no difference in performance. On this situation,

feedback night have had both a positíve and negative reinforc-

Íng function. As a positive reinforcer, feedback i-ikel-y

strengthened correct responses which, in turn, encouraged task-

relevant responses. By reducÍng anxiety regarding correctness

or incorrecËness of response, feedback could have acquíred a

negatively reinforcing quality. In addition, the no feedback

condition may have acquired aversive stimulus properties for

the higþ-anxiety group causíng frustratÍon and subsequent
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weakeníng of task-oriented responses. rt may, in faet, have

increased. the number of task-l-rïelevant responses

In a study with college students, Karraker (1967) exa_

nrined conditions under whi.ch prausible, incorrect ans\n/ers are

recalled as being correct in a multiple choice test situation.
He found that the students who receíved test feedback made

signÍficantly fewer errors on a subsequent test than a group

that receíved no information. Again, it may be hypothesized

Ëhat the information feedback reinforced correct responses

whíle extinguishing or even mildly punishing íncorrect

responses. This v¡ould appear Ëo substantiate Thornton and

campeauts findíng regarding the feedbaek ín helping subjects

to discriminate betkreen correct ans!/eïs and plausÍble distracËors.

Findings of related research offer furÈher evidence of

the val-ue of providing feedback. Gee (1970) examined the

relative effectiveness of different Èypes of feedback on the

quantity and quality of creative writing of eleventh grade

students. He found that students qrho received. posítivee con-

structive feedback wrote significantly uore and had sígnifi-
cantLy more favorable attitudes tov¡ard writing and themselves

as writers than did students who received no feedback.

In another study, Sassenrath and Garverick (1965)

investigated the differential effect of four feedback treat-
ments on objective-examination results of college students"

The treatments varied ín the quantity of infornatíon suppried

to students regarding the adequacy of their answers and
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incl-uded one which provided no ínformation. Results showed

.that al-1 infornaËion treatments produced signifícantly better

results on the criterion test than díd the ttno feed.back"

treatment.

The findings of Gee (1970) and sassenrath and Garveríck

(1965), like those of other sÈudies which compared the effecr

of feedback versus no feedback, nay be explained by the dyna-

mics of reínforcement, punishment and extinctíon.

Feedback in all of these studÍes, including Gee and

sassenrath and Garverick, can be inferred to be positively

reÍnforcing and Èhus responsible for establishíng and main-

taining desirable performance. No feedback (í.e" non-

reinforcenent) nay be considered responsíble both for extinc-

tion of desirable performance and aversive stimulation evoking

anbiguity and frustration leading to irrelevant, undesirable

behavior.

QualÍty of Ieedback

several- studies have shown that Èhe quality of feedback -
its ínformation contenÈ and/or appropríateness - c¿ur have an

important impact on performânce

using a figure-natching task r¡Íth first grade students,

schroth (1970) compared the effect of three types of verbal

feedback on task-performance over three levels of task com-

plexity. The feedback conditíons used were: (a) right-wrong

(R-l^I) ; (b) nothing-ürrong (N-I,l) ; and (c) rÍght-norhÍng (R-N).

Across a1-1 l-evels of task difficulty, the R-tr{ condition yielded
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significantl-y better perfornance than the oËher feedback condi-

tíon. In additÍon, the N-I,I subjects performed sígnificantly

better than those under the R-N condition. The addítíonal

ínformation provided by Ëhe R-I^l ËreaËment may have facilitated

the discrimination necessary to pérform the task more success-

fully than vras possible under the oÈher condit.íons. Correct

responses would have been positívely reinforced and íncorrect

responses punÍshed. Further, the aversive effect of "rrlrong"

actually may have augmenËed the positivel-y reinforcing strength

of ttríghttt.

The significantly greater success of N-\^I subjecÈs com-

pared Èo R-N subjects uray be due to the fact that avoÍdance

of punishing, aversive stirnulaÈion, over a relatívely short

períod of time, was uore powerful- Èhan positive reinforcemenË

alone in directing student attenËion to correct responses.

Sassenrath and GarverÍck (1965), in their study wÍth

col-l-ege sÈudents, found that a brief discussion of gagh ques-

tion on a nul-Ëíple choice test r.ras the most effective foru

of feedback. Seeuingly, this method provided the greatest

amount, of information. Results produced by the other üreat-

ments indicated that performance varied directly as a

functíon of the completeness of feedback. This finding

supports the earlier work of Curtis and Wood (1929) who com-

pared four methods of correcting examinatíons and found that,

while all v¡ere valuable, those which provided for discussion

trere most effective
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Discussion of each iten affords the opportuníty for all
relevant responses Èo be positively reinforced by confirmation.

concomiËantly, by indicating where and why incorrecË responses

were made, lack of reinforcement and perhaps a mild punishíng

effect, decreases the probability they will recur. Hence,

inforuraËion províded in discussion provides the means by which

subjecËs can discriminate appropriate from inappropriate

resPonses .

Travers et ar (1964) have al-so Índicated that the amount

of information provided by feedback can affect performance.

They employed four different feedback conditions for a task

which involved fourth, fifth and sixth grade students learn-

Íng a series of German words. Each of the four conditions

provided all of the inforuratj.on necessary for the acquisÍËíon

of correct responses. However, feedback differed in the

amount of redundancy provided and the last piece of inform-

atÍon transmÍtted. Retention was significantly better in the

case of those feedback modes providíng the greatest anount

of redundant information and in which the correct ans$reï \ras

the lasÈ piece of ínformation received by the subject. It
t¡ould appear that redundancy provides additional positive

reinforcement for correct responses (and punishmenÈ for íncor-

rect responses). Thus, the probability that the correct

choÍce will be repeated is increased and the probabil-ity

that incorrect responses will be repeated is decreased.

A further study by Gilman (Lg64) used fÍve feedback
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treatments varying in informaËion content and response appro-

.priateness. The subjects were college studenÈs who wrote a

multipl-e-choice test based on science concepts. students who

received feedback of the correct response, or feedback appro-

priate t,o the response they had made (Í.e. why it was',right,,

or t'wrongtt) or a combinati-on of these treaÈments, performed

significantly better on a retest than those r¿ho received no

ínformation or who were merely told that theÍr ansr,rers r¡rere

t'righË" or t'vrrongt'. Again, providing the basís on whÍch sub-

jects can discriminate correct from incorïect responses, as

wel-l as the posítíve reínfoïcement provided for correct re-
sponsese sêêms to be an important factor ín the effectiveness

of a feedback conditíon

Tfre findings of at least ttro studies (Schoen, I97L;

stiegler, L971) could be nistakenly interpreted as contra-

dicËing the notÍon that extend.ed. feedback results in betÈer

perf,ormance. Tlrey also raise the question of Èhe role played

by the task Ítself in determi.níng feedback effectiveness.

one of the major aspects of schoenrs work involved deter-
mining Èhe effecÈ on achíevement scores of feedback varying

in the extent to r+hich its infornation content r¿as indivi-
dualized. college sËudents working on a cAr unit received. one

of the fol-lowing levels of individualized feedback:

(a) rt- following an incorrect response, the student receÍved

feedback which gave the correct ans'rer and stated why hi.s

answer was incorrect; (b) It r- foll-owing an Íncorrect response,
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the st.udent received feedback which gave the correct ansl¡ter

and staEed why it was correct, but did not refer to the

studentts incorrect ansvler specífically. On the post test,

Ir I subjects achíeved significantly higher than If subjects.

T\.ro factors nay have conËributed Ëo this result. First, the

amount of redundant information províded in the Ir I treaËment

regarding the correct response, nay have been responsíble for

exËinguÍshing error response tendencies and establishing a

correct response repertoire. Secondly, omittÍng any reference

to Srs, incorrect ïesponses ur,ay have helped them to extinguish

under Ir r. Lack of redundanË information may be the primary

reason for poor performance under Ir conditions.

The findings of Stiegler (1971) also question the effec-

tiveness of extended feedback. I^Iorking with tenth grade stu-

dents, Stiegler compared the effect of explanaÈory feedback

on achievement gains for a programmed unit on basic electri-

city. Explanatory feedback ínforrned the sËudent why his

choÍce r¡ras rrrong and how to obtaín the correcÈ answer. Non-

explanatory feedback nerely informed the studenÈ that his

ansrüer was incorrect and asked him to choose an alÈernate.

Anal-ysis of the resulÈs revealed that no significant differ-

ence in achievement existed between the two experimental feed-

back treatments. Examination of the two treatments indicates

that their informaÈíon content is essentially the same. For both,

indicating an incorrect response was constarrt. Only the second

coÍmunication differed. It rnay be conjectured that tellÍng a
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student how to obtain the correct ansr¡rer is not as effect-
ive as províding the correct ansvreï and for reinforcing those

ansr¡¡ers whÍch are correct. rn this instance, how to obtain

the correct ans$/er proved no more effectual than asking Èhe

sËudent to choose an alternate ansr¡zer.

superfícial examination of the findings of schoen and

stiegler raises questions regarding the value of extended

feedback. upon closer ínspectíon, however, it appears that

the treatment providing most information Èo subjects

(í.e. schoenrs Tt r) resulËed in sÍ-gnificantly better test

scores. rn addítion, t\,ro treatments of almost equal inform-

atÍon content (i.e" explanatory and non-explanatory) fail_ed

to produce any signifícant difference in student achievement.

Thus, while superfÍcially contradictory, the findings of

schoen and stiegler actually lend additional support to the

beLief that extended feedback i.s important for student perform-

ance.

Teacher Corments

Recent interest in the effect of teachers, verbal and

written conments has drawn attention to the Ímportance of Ëheir

potential affective impact on student performance. Tradíti.on-

ally, the focus of research has been on the cognitÍve aspects

of learning. This in turn has helped to perpetuate the idea

that cognÍtion and affect are tr{o separate aspects of learning.
Johnson feels, however, that thÍs is a "false dichotomyr'- a
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belief whích hopefully will be shared by increasing numbers

.of contemporary and future educators. He states:

There seems to be some confusion about the defini-
tion of affecËive outcomes of education. Aåfective
is often conÈTasted rvith cignalive in a way which
inplies that the tv/o aïe ã.p"r"t" aspects of learn-
Íng" In this sense, affective refers to the feel-
ing or emotional aspect of experíence and learning,
¡¿hile cognitive refers to the conceptual activity
of the mind in knowÍng an object or ín íntellectual
functioning. This separation of the affective and
the cognitíve has been promoted by the traditíonal
focus on school prioritíes ËhaÈ are verbal-conceptual
in nature. Our schools are organized to turn out
indivÍduals who can deal with words, concepts, and
mathematical or scientific syrnbols necessary for
success ín our technological society. Schools have
largely ígnored the attitudes and the values that
pupíls develop in schools"

YeË affect and cognition cannot be separated.
Each affective behavior has a cognitÍve counter-
parÈ, and for every cognitive outcome there are
changes ín affect. A school r¿ants to teach a
pupil not only to read, but also to enjoy,
appreeíaÈe, and value reading. If an indivi-
dual is to be aware of his feeling, he has to
conceptualíze it and place it in the contexË of
the sítuatÍon he is experiencing. To be a!,rare
of feelings ca11s, at the very least, for cog-
nítíon about feelings; generally there is a
cognitive component of experi.encing a feeling
(Jo-hnson, L973, p.308) .

ReferrÍng specifically to verbal comnents, Lawlor feels

that they:

" have both intellectual and emotional ímpli-
cations, Ttrey carry information regarding correct-
ness or acceptability of a response or activity
and inply approval [or disapproval] r,rith all its
emotional overtones for both the giver and
receiver . . . The different kinds of verbal
rewards uay each have different informati.onal
and affective loadings . Teachers can use
rer¡ards for imformation or motivational pur-
poses and the degree to which each goal is
served by verbal rervards can be hÍghly
variable (Lawlor, 1970, p.2).
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The same functj-on and power attribuËed Êo verbal comments can

also be exhibited by rvrit.ten coTrments" In facË, by vÍrtue of

their peïrnanence, written comments may be more powerful.

Harnmer (1972) explored the affective realur of feedback

indírectly by examining the effect of personalization of

teacher comments on perfornance.

' Specifically, he invesËigated tl're effects of differ-

ent.ial-, written Ëeacher comments on student performance, and

the relatíonship of control of reinforcement orientatíon

(i.e. internal--external) to the various types of writÈen

comnents employed. Three feedback treaËments T¡rere used:

(f) No CommenËs (NC) - subjects received only the grade

gÍven by the instructor on their ex¡mination papers;

(2) Specified Coument (SC) - subjects received co 'nents

designated ín advance for each letter grade in additÍon to

the letter grade assigned by the insÈructor; (3) Specified

Conrment - Grad.e Expectation (SPGE) - subjects received

comments desígnated ín advance for that cornbinatíon of

grade expectation and grade received appropriate to the

individual case. The subjects were undergraduate college 
i

students in physics. The criterion test vras an objective exam

given in the normal course of study.

Results indicared rhar SPGE subjecÈs performed signifi-

cantly better than SP subjects and thaË both coument groups

performed significantly better than the NC groups. ResulÈs

also revealed a significant posiÈive correlatÍon betvreen
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studenË performance and control of reinforcemenÈ orientatíon

as aeasured by the Potter 1-E scale. such a relationship was

shown to exist between external conËrol of reinforcement and

subjects in the sPGE group. The correlation between the sp

group and control of reinforcemenÈ vras not signifíeant.

comparison of NC and sPGE results ÍndicaÈed that subjects r,¡iÈh

external- reinforcement oríentation performed signifÍcantly

better under more highly personalized feedback conditíons

(i.e, SPGE) than under relatively impersonal conditions

(í.e. Nc). siurilarly subjects with internal reínforcement

orientation performed significantly beËter under impersonal-

conditÍons..

ïhus, it appears Ëhat the effect of grades and teachersf

written comments on student performance can vaïy according Ëo

the studentts personal reinforcement oríenÈation. For intern-

a1Ly oriented students perhaps "Good", "Fine" or jusÈ the

assigned grade will suffice to sustain performance. However,

externally reinforcement-oïiented students seem to require more

than mere knowJ-edge of grade score. Additional reinforcemenË

which refl-ecÈs defínite personal consideration by the Ëeacher

appears to be more effícacious in estabLishing and maintaining

desired behavior

A Linitation of this study is Ëhe short experinental Ëreat-

urent period. several additional admínistratíons of the treat-
ment condition night have provided a more reLiable basis from

which to geneïaLize regarding resulËs
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A more dírect approach to the affective aspects of feed-

.back has been taken by Bridgeman (Ig7I) and Stuempfig and

Maehr (1970)

Bridgernan investígated the effecËs. of success feedback,

failure feedback and no feedback on seventh grade students on

a test of conceptual skil1s administered imrediately after the

feedback was given. The focus of feedback treatments was pri-

maríly affectíve (i.e. positive or negative) rather than cogni-

tive (i"e" ínfornational) and was assigned randomly regardless

of the actual merit of student perofrmance. success feedback

resulted in significantly higher scores Èhan failure feedback.

No signifj"cant difference rüas found between no feedback and Ëhe

average of the other tvro conditions. These results not only

endorse the value of providing feedback but also indicate that

the affective component of feedback can have a sígnificant

effect on sÈudenË performance. unforÈunaËe1y, the results \,¡ere

the product of only one admínistration of the treatment. since

the reliabilíty of such findings are open to questíon, inter-
pretations and generalizations based on them must be tentative.

stueupfig and Maehr attempted to determine how high school

sÈudents of varying conceptual structures (abstract-concreËe)

would persist, on a performance task, under feedback conditíons

varying in affective loadÍng (personal-impersonal). ïhe task

consisÈed of judging the equivalence of a series of foreign

dialect-English paired words. under personal feedback, sub-

jects were informed verbally whether Èheir responses \¡rere
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correct or incorrect. verbar feedback was given in statement

form (e. g. ttYout re rightt' , t'okay ríghtt', "your I re right again",
rrNo, thaË onets noË rightt', etc"), rather than a simple,,right,,

or "wrongtt. wtren adrninistering personal feedback the experí-

ments i-ncluded the subjecÈts firsË name in approxÍuately one

tenth of al-l- feedbac.k statements.

Impersonal feedback was non-verbal_. Líghts labelled
rrRight, and "Not Right" indicated to the subject whether or not

his response was correct. No other type of feedback r¿as

i-ncluded

T-tests revealed that persistence of oconcrete" subjects

was sÍgnificantly greater under personal Èhan under impersonal_

feedback. Difference in persj-stence auong I'abstracttt subjects

under different Ëreatments \^ras non-sígnifÍcant.

unforËunately, serious questions regardÍng the reliabil-
ity and validiÈy of these findings stem from the experímental

procedure and statistical ÈïeaÈmenÈ ernployed. The authors

stated that the amount of ttcorrect' feedback was held constant

at 65 percent for each subject regardless of actual performance.

However, it is not explai-ned how this constant lras maintained

Ín viev¡ of the fact that srs t'did not have Ëo r,¡ork all trials
but should work only as long as they wíshed." (stuempfig and

Maehr, L970" p.1186). This question assumes greater imporË:

ance r,¡ith the information that the order of "correct,, feedback

was randonly determined. The same questÍon applies to the

experímenter addressing the subject 'by his fírst name in one
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tenth (randornly selected) of the feedback utteïances

(Stuenpfíg and Maehr, 1g70, p.1186)

Perhaps exemplary of the type of learning research needed

t,o support the theoreÈical- position taken by Johnson is a study

by Gee (1970). He investigated the effects of praise, negative

comment and no courment on exposítory composition and aËtitudes

of eleventh grade students. Those who received negative criti-

cism or no feedback wrote sígnificanËly less than those v¿ho

received praise for their efforts. As Gee hirnself indicates,

quantíty does not ensure quality. However, increased (or at

least maintained) production may reflect confidence and a

positive Èask attitude both of which may have been engendered

by positively reinforcÍng comments from the teacher. This

notion is supported by the additíonal finding that rrstudentst

attitudes toward wrÍting and their self-concepts as capable

writers are signifícantly affected by teachers t written coutrn-

entsfr (Gee, 1970, p.218). Those who received praise had

sÍgnÍfícanËly urore posítive attitudes than those who were

criÈicized or received no feedback.

A simílar strand of thought $ras pursued earlier by

Taylor & HoedË (1966). They sought to determine the effects

of crítícism and unqual-ífied praÍse on Èhe quality and quan-

tity of creative writing of fífth grade science students.

Effect on attitudes toward creative writing was also Ínvesti-

gated. Results indicated that r,rhil-e the quality of writing

of both groups improved, the tïeaÈmenËs had no sÍgnificant
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differentiai- effect. Hov¡ever, those receiving praise pro-

duced significanË1y more work than those who were criticized.

FurÈher, the praised groups exhibíted more favorable atËitudes

toward their creative writing experience, and seemed more

highly motivated and independent than the criticized group.

Additional research (Sweet " 1966) has conÈributed fur-

ther to the body of knor¡ledge dealíng with the effect of

feedback on acadeulic achievement and attitudes of students"

Employing the same treatments used by Page (1958), Sweet

investigaÈed both the relatíonship of feedback with academic

achÍevement and its effect on student attitudes. Thus, both

the cognitíve and affective dimensions of learning and feed-

back were consídered. In addítion to theír usual numerical

and corresponding letter grades, a Free CommenË group received

whaÈever courent the leacher felt was desirable or appropriate.

Another group under Specifíed Cornment Êïeatment received com-

ments designated in advance for each letter grade. A No Com-

ment group received only their numerical and letter grades.

Sr¿eet (1966, p. 2) states that he consíders I'teacherst com-

ments as beíng for the most part, a refnforcement [t.". affec-

tf.t..f component of feedback, as opposed to an informational or

knowledge of results couponenttt. By virtue of the fact that

nurerical and letter grades were íncluded in his treatments,

however, all feedback conditions also included an informational

component. AlbeÍt liuited, numerical and letter grades do

provide performance informatÍon to students.
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Sweet found neither Specified nor Free Comrent treat-

ments had any significant short Ëerm effect on test perform-

ance. (Attítude change vras measured as a long term effect).

However, over a longer period of time, the Free Comment or

unspecified feedback condition signifícantly improved in both

academic achievemenË and attitudes toward Englísh. Neither

of the remaíning Èreatments had any Long term signíficant

effect on achievement or attítude.

By ernpJ-oying personalízed-individualized remarks, the

Comment treatments offered more than individual student per-

formance information (i.e. grades). These remarks added an

expl-icit affecËive dimension to feedback. The long term

difference in achievement and attítudes under the Èr¿o Cornment

conditions uìay be attribuÈed to the higher proportion of acc-

urate reínforcement (i.e. appropriaËe to Èhe individual student)

received by the Free Couunent students" In most instances,

under Free Comment, teachersr remarks would provide the great-

esÈ amount of relevant information necessary to discrimínate

among accepËable and unacceptable response pattern". Also,

the more personalized nature of Free CormrenË conditions likelJ

would provide the affective feedback necessary to increase

and/or mainÈain motivatíon. Due t.o their impersonal nature,

it is unl-ikely that Specified Conrments provided the amounË

of accurate reinforcement, information and moËivation equÍv-

alent Èo thaÈ of the Free Corurent treatment

In sunrmary, both the achievement and attitude results
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suggest that feedback and 1-earníng each have an ímportant

affectíve dimensíon.

In an earlÍer study of more linited scope, page (1958)

examíned only Ëhe cognitive effecË of Free comment, specífÍed

coument and No c6mment on the learníng of secondary school

students from many dÍsciplines. Results showed Ehat both

comment groups attained significantly higher scores on the

objectíve-type críterÍon test than the No Comment group.

The Free comment group scored highest but not sígnificantly

higher than the specÍfíed comment group. The short treat-
ment períod, nhich is a weakness of the experímental design,

nay be responsible for the non-significant difference between

Free comment and specífied comment stud.ents. rn the light of

sweetrs (L966) fíndings, iË is reasonable to suggest that over

a longer períod of time the effectiveness of Specifieal Cornments

would diuinish and the difference Ín favor of the Free conment

treatment indicaËed by Pagets findings would reach signífÍcance.

tr'Jhile spawned \,riÈhin the general framwork of reinforce-

ment theory, the presenÈ study had its partícular gensis in

the specific body of knowledge resulting from research regard-

ing the affective dÍmension of verbal and ¡,¡ritten teacher feed-

back" Focus on affective tone and personalízatíon represents

an attempt. to isolate and determine the effect of the affective

domain on studentst affective and cognitive behavior.

Although ísolation of affect may seem to be perpetuatÍng
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belief in r¿hat Johnson cal1s a "false dichotomytt in l_earning,

determiníng the role played by affect may beÊter help to

explain the entíre learning process. I,ltrile it nay be f urther

argued that its effect should be investigated relative to the

function of cognition, íntelligent investigation of such a

conbination night be facíliËated by knowledge of the dyna-

uics of both affecË and cogniÈion



CHAPTER III

DESIGN OF THE STUDY AND PROCEDURES

The present study sought to deËermine the effecË of

teachersr r,rritten feedback, varying in affective tone and

personal-izaËion on studentsr attitudes and creatíve Ëhink-

Íng. For this purpose, a seri-es of analyses \¡rere conducted

wíth a sanpl-e of eíghth grade students stratified by abilíty

and then further subdivided, by random assignment, into five

treatment groups withín each ability 1-evel. The questions of

major ínterest were:

1. Wtrat effect do teacher wrítten conments varyíng

Ín affectÍve content have on sËudents I aËtÍtudes toward self

and school related factors ?

2. What effecÈ do teacher writt.en comments varying

Ín affective contenL have on studenËst creative thinking?

Ttre design and procedures are discussed. in this chapter.

Ttre discussion incl-udes :

1. CreaËÍve thinkÍng defined.

2. Criterion instrumenËs.

3. Sauple and treatment designation.

4. Experimental procedures

5. Composition and assígnmenË of cornnenÈs.

6. Experímental sessions.

7. Scoring procedures.

8. Pilot study for procedures.
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9"

10.

Ethical considerations .

MeËhods of analyses.

Creative Thinking Defined

For many years creativity has remained an elusive con-

cept. The terms ttcreativert and t'creatívitytt, traditionally,

have been reserved for reference to the perforrning and graphic

arËs. Gradually, however, they have been applied within the

pure and socíal sciences, as well- as educaËion, and business

and industry. In shorË, creativity has become an almost uni-

versally accepted phenomenon. Many deny, however, thaË iË is

empirically measurable or quantifiable. While manífestaËions

of creativity, or the creative process , ate recognized in

diverse products or forms, the principles and dynamics of the

pïocess are still subjecËs of conjecture and specul-ation.

Hence, the creative individual remains an enigma.

At.tempÈs have been made, hor¡ever, to identify and de-

scrÍbe the constituent.s of creativity or, more particularly,

creative thinking which may be considered responsible for

Itcreativitytt or' "creative productíon'r. Guil-ford (1960)

believes all divergent thinking abilities are involved in

creative thinking. Torrance (1965, p. 324) adds that even

Ëhough creative thinkíng includes elements of both convergenË

and evaluative thinking and thus " tdivergent thinking cannot

be equated withr creat.íve thinking, it still constitutes a

major core of creative thinking". According to him:
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lhe divergent thinkíng abilities are those in_
volved in Ëhe generation of new information from
given information, rvhere the ernphasis is upon the
variety and quant.ity of output from the same
source . These abírities include various kínds
of fluency, flexibility, originality and elaboration
(Torrance , 1965, p.321)

. Guílfordrs (1960) list of divergenr Ëhinking abílities includes

three Èypes of fluency and three rypes of flexibility in addi-

tion to originality and elaboratíon. Fluency refers to the

quantity of ouËput or number of responses rnade while flexí-
bÍ1ity is indicated by the number of changes in class of the

responses being made. originality is made empirically valu-

able by defining it with regard to the staËistícal infrequency

with which a response is made. Elaboration is based. on Ëhe

amount of additional meaningful detail and ínforrnation inclu-
ded in a response.

As his definition reveals, Torrance conceives of creaËí-

vity as a process rather than a quality. To hirn it is:
. a process of becouing sensitive to probl_ems,

defíciencies, gaps in knowledge, missing ãl"*"rrt",
dÍsharmonies, and so on; identífying the diffi_
culty; searching for solutions, rnaking guesses,
or formulating hypotheses about the deficieneíes;
testing and retesting these hypotheses and possi_
bly rnodifying and ïeresting then; and fínally
communicating the resulÈs (Torrance 

" 1966, p.6).

Perfunctorily, this definition of creativity nay appear

to describe any problem-solving or d.iagnosLÍc process.

Torrance (1966, p.8) hirself admíts rhat the brevity of his

definition is a weakness in that ttonly a fer^r distinctions can

be nade explicit.tt The definitíon of creatívity as a process

rather than a quality or empirical entity precludes the
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possibilíty of its dírect investigation as an índependent

variable Ín experimental research. Nevertheless, it does

provide a framework for investigaÈing those thínking abili-

ties which have been idenËified by both Guilford and Torrance

as essential to the creaÈive process.

Crít.erion Instruments

Torrance Tests of Creatíve Thinking

In the context of the present study, creativity refers

to divergent thinking ability as it relaËes to probl-em

solving activities.

Selected activíties from the verbal form of Ëhe

Torrance Tests of CreaÈive Thinking v¡ere chosen since they

appeared to represent Ëhis abílíty in standardízed, quanti-

fíabl-e form. Time restricÈions and concern regarding possible

subject fatigue and boredom \4rere additional consíderatíons in

choosing only selecËed activities. Further, due to the nature

of the experimental treatments, it seemed preferable to admÍni-

sÈer parallel activitíes from both forms of the Torrance test

rather than one compiete form. It was felt that this would

naximize the Ëreatment effecÈ by reducing the total number of

different Èypes of Ëasks. Thus, acÈivities selected were One,

Four and Six from both forms A and B (see Appendix B).

For purposes of this sÈudy, then, creative thinking was

operationally defined as performance on selected acÈivitÍes

of the verbal form of the Torrance Test of Creativity (TTCT)

including the fluency, flexibilíty and orfginality aspects
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of divergent thinking.

Validity. I^lhile content valÍdity for purposes of thís

study is the prime concern, oÈher aspects of valídity need to

be examined.

The primary focus of validity studies for the TTCT has

been on construct validity. The rnajority of the studies deal-

ing with construcË validity have investígated the personalitíes

of high and low performers. Many of these studies employ

groups from both extremes wíthout províding any information

regarding the performance of itmiddlett groups. In others,

ttcreaLivestt are compared with an trunselectedtt sample. In

spite of designs that have received considerable criticism and

rnany results that indícate only weak relationships, Holland

and BaÍrd, ín separat.e reviews in Burosr Seventh Mental

ry' 
suggest rtthaË the test does measure

behaviors consistent \,/ith the lÍterature on creaÈive behavior"

(p.837)

The degree to which findings from a study such as this

are generalízable to oËher learning activities is contingent

upon Ëhe concurrent val-idity of the dependent variable criter-

íon measure.

Studíes attempting to determine the eoncurrent validíty

through correlation of scores with peer and teacher nomination

indicate only weak relaËionships. However, trIallach and Kogan

(1965) question this rnethod of determining concurrenÈ validity
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particularly with respect to peer nominatÍons. They make the

point that peers are not in a positíon to recognize the crea-

tive potentialities of their friends.

Other studies of greater relevance índicate that perform-

ance on the TTCT seem to be related to both academic intelligence

and educational achievement. Particularly relevant is the

degree to which the TTCT scores correlate, at least moderately,

with educational achievement (Circirella, 1965; Bish, 1964;

Yamamoto, L964b; Getzels and Jackson, L962)

Reliabilitv. ït is ímportant in a study of this naËure

to have a reasonable degree of confídence in the stability of

performance on Ëhe críterion instrument. It is crucial Èhat

the insËrument not be unduly susceptible to a vride range of

variables r¿hich are incidental (or accidental) to the Ëestee

or Èest, situation. Ideally, any change in performance, as

measured by the criterion instrument, should be attríbuËab1e

to solae deliberaÈe and purposeful intervention or manipulation

of variables relevant to test performances. However, as Torranee

cautions, Iow test-retest reliabilíty for an instrument of this

nature does not necessarily indicate that it is unreliable or

has no utility. Emotional, physical, motivational and mental

health factors may affect creative funct.ioning and development

and hence contribute to low test reliability coefficients.

Nevertheless, the fact that the measuring ínstrument ís sensi-

tive to such facËors may uake it valuable in situations, sirni-

lar to that of the present study, designed to assess Èhe effect

of experimental- conditÍons.
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Actual reliability data determined under circumstances

where varíables \^ie1e Purportedly hel-d constant' hor¡ever' still

need to be taken into account in selection of an instrument.

These relíabilities, based on both research and normative

sÈudies range from .50 to .93 over one-to-tv¡o week periods

and .35 to .73 over three years. Baird (1972, p' 837) con-

cludes that the t'diversiËy of studies and samples suggests

thaÈ the scales have adequate rel-iabí1ity.tt

Attítude Scale

since Ëhis study is primarily concerned \,rith the affec-

tive domain of learning' an aËtemPt \'ras made, not only to

deËermíne the effect of the experimental- treatmenËs on the

creative performance of subjects, but also to monítor any

change in their attitudes under these conditions. Of partíc-

ular interesÈ is the universe of attitudes which includes

feelings of students toward themselves, and tovrard school-

rel-ated factors. Consequentl-y, a seríes of items, considered

to be indicative of these attitudes, \lere combined in a scale

which was hoped ¡nrould provide a reliable measure representa-

tive of the total univeïse of feelings toward self and school-

related factors.

osgood has noted that feelings toward any dimension in

semantic space can be reliably determined by asking Ëhe respon-

dent to indicate his feelings about a series of bipolar adjec-

tives on a seven point scale. This format was chosen for

construction of an attíEude scale for use in this study. Nine
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dimensions \^/ere selecEed as beíng representative of the attí-

tude domain (see Appendix C). Bipolar adjectives were randomly

ordered with positive and negative adjectives in the initial

position alternated in random fashion to obviate the possible

formatíon of a response set.

Reliabilitv. Hoytrs Analysis of Variance procedure for

determÍning reliability (1941) was used to ascertaín the relí-

ability of the sca1e. The resulting reliabilíty coefficient

was .83,

Sample and Treatment Desígnation

Target Population

Subjects for the st.udy were drawn from Èhe entire

eighth grade population of the L]ínnipeg suburb of Fort Garry"

tr{tríle represented by both extremes of the socioeconomic scaJe,

Fort Garry rlay be safely characterized as a predomínantly

niddle class atea. The combined populations of Ëhe juníor

high schools in the district, reflect this same distribution

and therefore may be eonsidered socíoeconomically representa-

tive of the total student population.

Samrrle Selectíon

Stratified (treatment x abilíty) random sampling pïoce-

dures r¿ere used to assign subjects to experimental groups.

ProportionaÈe random sampling procedures v/ere used to select

a sixty-seven percent sample (nine of fifteen eighth grade

classrooms) from the four junior high schools in Fort Garry.

The resulËing sample consisted of 241 subjects (due to
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absenteeísm complete data were coll-ected for only 237).

TreaÈment Designation

Subjects vrere assigned to ability groups on the basis

of results of Ëhe first Torrance activity (i.e. 1-A). It was

felt that, since the main objective of the study \^ras to deter-

mine Èhe effect of teachers' conüents on creative problem

solvÍng performance, iË would be most valid to base ability

designation on a measure of creative thinking cornmon to Ëhe

TTCT. The belief v¡as that the resulting assignment to ability

groups would be more valid than ones based on a standardized

intelligence measure ¡¿hich usually samples general intelligence

factors buÈ omiËs those specific factors considered represenÈa-

tive of skills essential to divergent producËion.

Results from activity 1-A were divided into tertiles

wÍth subjects in the top, middle, and bottom tertiles being

assigned to high, niddle, and low ability groups respectivel-y.

Table I presents the range of scores on Torrance activity 1-A

and number of subjects in each of the resulting designated

ability groups
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TABLE 3:01

RANGE OF TORRANCE ACTIVITY 1_A SCORES AND
NI]MBER OF SUBJECTS FOR DESIGNATED

ABILITY GROUPS

Ability Range
Low - Hígh

Number

High 29 66 74

Middle 21 28 80

Low 027

The order in whÍch treatments vrere to be assígned was

then determÍned using a table of random numbers. Next, groups

of five subjects r^rere selected randomly within each ability

level and assigned to treatments according to the predetermined

order. Thus, the first five randomly selected abÍlity subjeets

r¿ere assigned to Èreatment Ëhree, the second five to treatment

one and so one. Ihe same procedure was then repeated within

each ability level. The resulting ËreatmenË by ability cel1s

are presented in Table 3:02.

B3
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TABLE 3IO2

SU}ßÍARY OF TREATÏ"IENT DESIGNATIONS

Treatment Ability
N Middle (42) N Loi¿ (43)

ToËals

N=52

N=44

N=46

N=48

N=48

;::l:ili (ri) ,A1

ffi:::ä"l(r2) r2AI

i:i3:ili (r3)r¡a,

Hi:::;:.l(r4)
No (T5) T5A1
LommenE

High (41)

T4A1

T6

13

L4

L6

15

TIA2

T4¡^2

T5Ã2

16 r4A3

16 T5A3

17 T1A3

T2A2 L6 T2A3

T3A2 15 T3A3

Totals N=74 N=83 N=237

Experimental Procedures

Initía1 Experímental Sessíon

In order Ëo reduce possible experimenter-bias effect,

the writer conducËed al-l experimental- sessions with al-l

cl-asses. To further reduce the possibility of contamination,

teachers from the participating classes \"rere Ëold only that

the writer \,ras attempting to comPare the effect of several

experimental treatments on studentsr creative rvritíng.

Students were told that the writer v¡as int.erested in

comparing the performance of eighth grade sÈudents from

different schools in Fort Garry on a number of different

writing tasks (see Appendix D). This explanation I'Ias gíven
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during the first experimental session, immediately prior to

adminístration of the pre-treatrnent Attitude Scale and

activity 1-4.

AssignmenË to Experimental Groups

As stated, the first experimental- session was used to

inform the students of the purpose of the study and to admínÍ-

ster the pre-treätment AttíËude Scale and activíty 1-4. On

the basis of the 1-A resulÈs, subjects T¡Iere assigned to abil-

ity groups and then randomly assigned to ETeatments within

each abíl-ity group as described above.

Descriptíon of TreatmenÈs

This study euployed five treatment condítions, Èhe basís

of which was provided by the experimenterfs wriËten conments

on subjectsr actiwity Papers. The naËure of each treatment

varíed both according Lo the affective tone of the cosment

used and whether or not the coment was personal-ized.

Tone was determined by positive or negaÈive loading of

¡þs senment. A positive comlenË consisted of encouragement'

approval anð,f ot stlpporË for work done, e.g. rrHopefully, Ëhis

good work will- continue.tt, tt1his is an excellent effort.tt,

"These ideas are very interesting.'r Conversely, negative tone

was deÈermíned by the use of reproof and/or critícism'

e.g. ttHopefully, this unsatisfactoïy work will not contÍnue.tt,

"This is an extremely poor effort.tt, ttTtrese ideas are very

uninteresting. "

Personalizatío¡ vras intended to reflect the ext.ent Èo
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whích the r¡ritten cofltments vlere designed expressly for the

student receiving them. Impersonal comments made no direct

reference to the subject or experinenter hence omitted any

names or personal pronouns, e.g. ttThis work shor,rs good under-

standing.", ttThis is a fine piece'of work.tt Personal comments

attempted to cïeate a psychological l-ink between the subject

and the experimenter by using personal pronouns such as

ttyou(r)t' and ttI" Ëo refer to the subject and experimenËer

respectÍvely. Personal corunents also included the subjectrs

first name, e.g. ttl Ëhink your work shows good undersËanding,

David.tt, ttI thínk youtve done a fine píece of r¡ork, Lisa.tt

Thgsl dimensions, affective tone and personalizatíon,

were combined to form the following treatmenËs:

1. Positive Personal - offered encouragement arid support

and included direcË reference Ëo subject and experimenter by

use of personal pronouns and the subjectts first name; e.g. ttl

think your ansvleïs are well thought out, Ríchard.t'

2. Positive Impersonal - offered encouragement and

support but included no dírect reference to the subject or

experÍ-rnenter; e.g. ttThese ansl¡ters are well thought out.t'

and included direct reference to the subject and experimenter

by use of personal pronouns and the subjectrs first name;

e.g. ttl Èhínk your ansr,/ers are poorly thought out, Richard.tt

4. Negative impersonal - offered reproof or criticism

but included no direcÊ reference Èo the subject or experimenter
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e.g. ttThese ansrnrers are poorly Ëhough out.tl

One addiËional treatment was employed as a control

measure:

5. No Comment - provided only the experÍmenterfs íni-

tials on the subjectt s compleËed activity paper Ëo índicate

that it had been ttread""

Composition and Assignment of Comments

Composition

ContenË. From a series of comment fragments (e'g. work

is, ideas are, ans\,rers short, done thinking, shown understanding'

eÈc. hereafËer referred Ëo as bas_q-content fragments-) sampling

mâny coûrûon trteacher-typerrphrases, a pool of more than five

hundred experimental treatment cotrûlents \'Iere generaÈed.

Parallel forms (i.e. equívalent in content) were developed

for each base contenË fragmerit acïoss all experimental condi-

tions" Only affecÈive tone and. personalization were varied.

e.g. Positive ?ersonal - I think this is v¡ell done, Jim.

Positive Impersonal - Thís ís well done.

Negative Personal - I think this is poorly done, Jim"

NegatÍve Impersonal - This is poorly done.

Al-1 cornrnenËs thus generated vlere grouped according to the

treatment they represented. (hereafËer the parai-lel treatment

forms of base content fragments will be referred to as

base treatment comments. In the above example, one báse con-

tent fragment T¡ras used to generate four paral|el base treat-

ment comnents)
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Affective Levels. Further, three levels representing

varying degrees of posiÈive or negacive tone were developed

for each commenÈ. This ¡¿as done in an effort Ëo make commenË

qualíty commensurate wíth the quant,iÈy of responses made

(i"e. fluency) for any given Torrance activity. It was felt

Ëhat a credÍbílity gap uright develop if subjects r,¡ithin the

same class received similar commenËs for widely discrepant

task performance (e. g. three responses versus Èwenty-seven)

or if disproportiortately weighted commenËs (e.g. rtThis work is

well done" versus ttThis work is extremely well donet') were

assigned for an apparently similar amount of v¡ork (i.e.

number of responses).

In devel-oping these levels, a varíety of modifiers were

used (e.g. very, extremel-y, exceptionally, trenendous, fanËa-

sËic, excellent, greatly, original, inaginative) in an attempt

to make the resulËing conments sound "naturaltt and to avoid

undue repetiÈion of modifying words.

e.g. This assignment has been wel-L done - affective

level one (low).*

This assignmenL has been very well done - affective

leve1 two (medium).

ThÍs assignment has been extremely vrel-l- done

affective leveI three (high).

* (hereafter referred to as base affective level)
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Pílot Studv for CommeFts

Using a selected sample of base content fragments, a

pilot study v¡as conducted to determine whether subjects would

be able to díscriminate between the levels of affective

(positive and negatíve tone). A more Ímportant functÍon of

the study, however, was to determine whether subjects would

aecurately interpret the conments as being either positive or

negaËíve in naËure. For thj-s study, a sample of sixty conm*

ents, represenËing all treatments and levels of affective

tone, vlas generated from five base content fragments in the

following manner:

base fragment (5) X treatment (4) X affective levels (3)=
conments (60)
e.g. I'ideas arett X positive impersonal X three (higtr¡=
These ideas are extremel-y imagínative.

The five base content fragmenËs were selected because

they appeared to be representative of the range of ídeas and

structures of the total body of base content fragrnents. The

number of fragments sampled was restricted in consÍderation of

Èhe ultírnate number of derived comments that r,lould be genera-

ted if all treatments and affective levels r¿ere represented.

The writer \¡Ias a\¡rare that the task of rating even síxty cormnents

can be tedious and boring. Therefore, to maximize the vali-

dity of the results, the above lírnits were imposed on comment

sampling.

A seventh grade (N=30) and a ninth grade (N=22) class,

from one of the junior high school-s in Fort Garry, \¡/ere

asked to rate Èhe comments. Seventh and nlnth grade stud.ents
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r4lere chosen Ëo preclude Ëhe possÍbility

mental subjects gainíng insight to the

of potential- experi-

nature of the study.

FIGURE 3:01

AFFECTIVE TONE AND LEVEL
OF COMMENT RATING

NegaËive Tone

DESIGNATIONS
SCALES

Positive Tone

NEUTRAL' SLIGHTLY POSIT]VEVERY

NEGATIVE
NEGATIVE SLIGHTLY

NEGATWE
VERY

POS]T]VEPOSITIVE

Students were told Ëhat the writer was working on an

assignmenÈ to determine íf studenÈs interpreted cornmenÈs in

the way teachers intended. It was crucíal that studenËs

understood hor¡ to mark the scale. Therefore, the following

instruction r{tas gíven írnmediately prior Ëo Ëhe raÈing:

Suppose you r¡rere given a v¡ritten assígnmenÈ and when
it was reÈurned the teacher had written this comnent
g.n it, rI think yourve done a really good job.t
[The writer then pointed to an example of thc rating
scal-e which r,ras drawn on the bl-a_ckbòard.] I,üould you
say that this conmerit vras. þe ¡^rrÍter then poin-
ted Èo and pronounced each categoryJ When referring
to neutral the writ.er said | Ís neither positive nor
negative. I

On the pages I will give you there are similar
conmenËs. I would l-íke you to read each of them
carefully and decide vrhether you-think they are. .

LEach category vras then repeatedJ and then place a
check ur,ark in Èhe appropriate section. por sxampler
if you think this comment is slightly positiver you
would rnark it l-ike this - put a check rnark in the
sectÍon marked SLIGHTLY POSITM.

Affective Levels
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There are no right or trrong ans!7ers. The most
ímportant thing is what you think about the couunents.
Pl-ease read and mark each of the comments on the sheets
carefully.

Each student was then given a booklet of commenËs and

accompanying rating scales (see Appendix F). The scale was

weighted, as shor,m, for scoríng.

SCORING VAIUES

FIGURE 3:02

FOR COI'ÍMENT RATING SCALES

-2-3 -1

NEGATIVE SLIGHTLY' NEUTRALVERY
NEGATIVE

SLIGHTLY
POSITIVE

POSITIVE VERY

POSITIVENEGATTVE

Thus a positive cornment rqritten at the l-owesÈ affective leve1

would have an actual rating of plus one; a negatÍve connenÈ

written at the highest affective level vrould have an actual-

raËing of minus three, and so on.

Table 3-3 presents a suuunary of the ratíng results,

indicaËing the nurnber and percentage of students in each grade

and conbined grades r¡hose couunent assessments r^/ere in agree-

ment with the actual ratings "

TABLE 3:03

SI]MMARY OF COI'ßÍENT RATTNG AGREBIENT RESULTS

FOR SEVENTH AND NINTH GRADES

AND CO}fBINED GRADES

Grade

N

7 (N=30)

/"

Grade

N

9 (N=22)

%

Co¡nbíned (N=52)

N%

33 55 31 52 33 55
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Rating agreeuent indicates the degree to which sÈudents

were able to discriminate among the different affective levels.

As shown in Table 3:03, the pe-rcenÈage of agreements rüere com-

parable for each grade and Èhe total-. I^Ihil-e the percentages

of agreement were not high, it should be remembered that the

main purpose for developing different affective levels I¡7as to

maintain the credibilíty of the experimenter by avoíding

l_arge discrepancies between quantities of responses and the

quaLity of comments. I^Iith this as their primary funcÈion, iË

rras decíded that Èhe designated affective levels were adequate

for Ëhe purposes of the experiment. It may be hypothesized

that the discri¡ninations required r¡/ere too fine and thaË a

more gross difference, created by omitting the middle affec-

tive 1evel, would have produced a higher percentage of rating

agreemenË "

The most importanË fact revealed by the pilot study,

however, hwas Èhat students made a consistently aceurate dÍs-

tinction betr^reen cornments which had a positíve tone and those

which \,rere negative 
. 
in nature " Al-1 co¡ûnents lüeïe correctly

recognized as being either positive or negative.

CommenË Variatíons

Each pool- of base treatment conments was subdivided by

content and affective level" Thus, within any single Ëreat-

Itrent, conments were listed under a major heading, denoted by

an upper case Roman numeral, and then by affective levels

under sub-headings denoted by Arabic numerals.
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e. g. Positive Personal

I.
I think you have done wel1, Jim.
I think you have done very well, Jim.
I think you have done extremely rreJ-l, Jim.

II.
1. I think you have made a good effort, Jim.
2. I Èhink you have made a very good effort, Jim.
3. I think you have made an excellent effort, Jim.

Comments with only slight variaËions in content formed

sub-headings of Ëhe major divisions and were marked with upper

case letters. Each letter r^/as assigned a corresponding numer-

ical value (i.e. A=1, B=2, C=3, D=4) for purposes of assigning

connents. In ínstances where leËter headings \^Iere required,

affecËive levels formed a ninor sub-heading under them.

e.g. PosiËive Impersonal

VII.
4.1. This work shows good thinking.

2. Ttris work shows very good thínking.
3. Thís work shows extremely good thínking.

8.1. These ideas indicate good thinking.
2. These ideas indicate very good thinking.
3. These ideas índicaËe extremely good thinkíng.

VIII.
4.1. Ttris work has been done rvell-.

2. This r¿ork has been done very v¡ell.
3" This i.rork has been done extremel-y wel-l.

Since many of the possible variations of comments T¡Iere

created by adding or changing only one or tr¿o words, a system

obviatÍng the need to wriÈe out connents in full was devÍsed

for makíng all the variaÈions available for selection. The

variaËions in comments focused on change vtithin affective

levels (i.e. change in the modifiers employed). Therefore,

1.
2"
3.
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a List of alternative nodifiers, representíng a mínimal change

in content to produce a cornrnent variation, r¡rere inserted in

the appropriate slot within the conment. The alternatives

were bracketed and denoted by lor,rer-case Roman numerals.

e.g. Positive hnpersonal

I.
4.1. A good effort is obvious here.

2" A very good efforË is obvious here.
3. An (i. excellent) good effort is obvious here

(ii. extreraely)

e"g. Negative Impersonal

III.
4.1. It's disappointíng Èo see such a(n) (i. unsatis-

factory, ii. rveak, iii. poor) effort.
2" Itts disappointing Ëo see such a very (i. unsaÈ-'ísfactory, iÍ. weak, iii poor) effort"
3. Itrs disappointing to see sueh a(n) (i. terríbly,

ii. completely, íii. extreroely) (i. unsatisfactory,
ií. weak, iii. poor) effort.

e. g. Posít j-ve Personal

XI.
8.1. I thÍnk your (i. Ideas, ií. thoughts, iii. answers)

are (i. original, ii. imagínative), Jím.
2. I think your (i. ideas, ii. thoughts, iii. answers)

are (i. very, ii. greatly) (i. origÍnal, ii. írag-
inative), Jim.

3. I think your (i ideas, ii. thoughts, iii. ansrvers)
are (i. Èremendously, ii. fantastically) (i. orÍg-
inal-, ii. irnaginative), Jim.

Conment Assignment

The process of assigning connents included several oper-

atíons. First, the number of base treatment comments (denoted

by Roman numerals) available for any given treatmenÈ was deter-

rnined (Posítive Personal=l2; Positive Impersonal=l3;
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Negatíve Personal=13; Negative Impersonal=l1). The base treat-

ment conment to be used was then identifíed by consul-ting a

table of randcm numbers and selectíng the first number, withín

the range of the number of bese treatment comments available

for the ËreatmenË, to appear. If the main category subsurned

variations (i.e. ArB,CrD) ¡ the random numbers table was again

consulted Ëo determine whích variation hras to be used. Since

each letter had a corresponding numerical val-ue, the first

of these to appear in the table determined the variation to

be used.

For purposes of assigning affective 1evel to commenËs,

the range of fluency scores for a gÍven activity was divided

ínto teïtiles. For posiÈive treatments, the híghest, or most

posítive affectÍve level (i,e. three) was assigned to all sub-

jects whose fluency scores fell v¡ithin the top t,ertile while

medium (i.e. tr¡o) and lowest (i.e" one) affective levels were

assigned to students with scores in the middle and bottom

tertiles respectÍv€ly" For pegative treatments, the l-owest

or least negative affecËive l-evel (i.e. one) was assigned to

all students with fluency scores in the top terÈile while

medium (i.e. two)and high (i.e. three) affective l-evels were

assigned to sÈudents \^/ith scores in the middle and bottom

tertiles respectively.

The varíaEion to be used at a given affective level r¿as

selected from the table of random numbers using the numerical

value of the availabl-e variatíon. The same procedure was

used Íf more than one variation in content !'Ias to be made with-

fn the same affectíve Level.
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Figure 3:03 provídes an example to íllustraËe how

corunents were assigned.

FIGURE 3:03

SAI"IPLE TLLUSTRATING COMMENT

ASSIGNMENT PROCEDURES

FirsË divide the range of fluency scores for subjects inËo
tertiles.

TertÍ1es

High Middle Low

Fluency Scores:

Next, identify
number of base

StudenË

the subjectsr treatmentments
treatment comnents available

TreatmenË

groups and the
Ín each.

Number of Base Treatment
Comments Available

36, 3r, 27 23, 20, 17 15, 12, 4

Richard

Dawn

Larry
Ron

Pos. Pers.

Pos. Inp.

Neg. Pers.

Neg. Imp.

I-XII
I-XTIÏ
I-XIII
I-XI

Using a table of random numbers, select a
ssÍm@nt for each student and determine the
variations avaílable.

Base Treatment
Student Comment Sel-ected

base treatment
number of content

Content Variations
Available

RÍchard

Dawn

Larry
Ron

III
I

VII
x

AtBrC

A

A, BtC

A, BrC rD
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Agaín, using the randou numbers tab1e, sel-ect a content vari-
atÍon for each base treattenÈ comment (Note: This is not
þossible for Davm sínce no alternatives are available).

Student Content Varíation Selected

Richard

Dawn

Larry
Ron

B

A

A

c

To determine the
tertile in which

Student

affective level to be used, identífy the
the studentrs fluency score falls.

Affective Level

Richard

Dawn

Larxy

Ron

Finally, use the random numbers Èable to assign variations
rvhere available within affective levels. (Note: For Ëhe
comments assigned to Larry and Ron, variations vlere avail-
able in two and three sloËs respecÈively).

Student i,lith Affective Level Variation

3

2

I
1

Richard

Dawn

Larry
Ron

none avaÍlable
none available
l_ , al-

i, íii, i
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The final designation and corresponding comment for each
student appears belov¡.

Comment
St,udent TreatmenL DesÍgnaËion Couunent

Richard Pos. Pers. IIIB3 I thínk your work shows
good effort, Richard.

Dawn Pos. Imp. IA2 This assígnment has been

Larry Neg. pers. vrrAl ;"lilti;ti"Í:T: shown
(i,ii) little undersËanding,*

Larry
Ron Neg. Inp. *XCl The ideas in these ansvrers

(iriii,Í) show weak irnagination.

* Underlined words indicate slots avaíIabl-e for conÈent vari-
atíon ririÈhin affective leveIs.

* X= base treatment comment.
C= content variation.
1= affective l-evel.

(i, ij-, i)= content variations withín affective level.

Thus were derived all of the comments r*rhich ultimately

appeared on the subjectst papers (see Appendix F).

All co'r'ments vrere hand written and ínitÍalled in red ink

by the experimenter. These r¡reïe the only marks appearing

on the papers when they were returned to the subjects.

Experimental Sessions

Subjects received Ëhe rtresultsrl of the previously eorn

p1-eted activity at Ëhe beginning of the subsequent experimental

session. Papers r¡/ere returned and tr,ro to three minutes allowed

for subjects to read their conments and re-read theír ans\,ters.

A1-1 papers r/¡ere Ëhen collected and the next activíty dÍstri-

buted and adrn:inístered. All stand atð.ízed. directions and time

lÍnits were followed stricËly. the average J_ength of the ex-

perímental sessions hlas approximately twenty minutes.
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Scoring Procedure

Torrance Tests of Creative Thinkíng

The scoring direction provided in both forms of Ëhe

TTCT (Verbal)manual rvere used to determine Fluency, Flexí-

bílity, OriginalÍty and Total Creativity scores for each

subject. A Ëot.al of five markers, including the experimenter

(who was present at all scoring sessions), scored all of the

acitivity papers.

Responses vrhich appeared frequently but were not listed

anong the examples in the manual, were recorded separaËely

and consulted when necessary. All queries ånd differences

regarding response categories and originality weights \^IeTe

díscussed and resolved among the markers to insure scoring

consistency. Wtren all activities had been scored, the results

were combined to produce final toËal-s for Fluency, Flexibility,

OriginaliLy and Total Creatívity.

While no inter-rater scorÍng relíability was cal-cul-aËed

it was felt that the manner in which scoring was conducted

provided for high inËer-rater scoring consistency. Inter-

mittent ínforural checks confirmed this.

AttÍtude Scale

The AtËítude Scale vlas scored objectively by calculating

the total of the scales for each dimension and then combining

these sub-totals to obtain the final- Attítude score. The high-

est possible score for any dimension on the scale was plus

thirty (+30) and the l-owerst r^ras minus thírty (-gO). Thus
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the highest and lovresË scores possible for the

scale were *270 and -270 respectively.

FIGURE 3:04

D(AMPLES OF SCORES OBTAINED

ON THE ATTITUDE SCALE

Dimension

Erro11

níne dimension

Student

Sandy John

1. UsÍng Oners ImaginaÈion
2. Myself
3. Writíng Assignnents
4" Answering QuesËions in Class
5. Advice from Teachers
6. School
7 " Teachers
8. Asking for ÏlelP in School
9. Receiving Encouragement

15
25
2B
29
25
26
26
19
30

20 -22
13 -10
-7 -25
-5 -22
23 -15
10 -12
30 -6
3-B

182

Totals 233 105 -1 18

Pilot Study for Procedures

In order to test and refine experimenËal procedures

(e"g. time requiremenÈs, directions' scoring procedures,

corment and treatment assignmenÈ) , a pilot sËudy was conducted

with one of the selecËed experimenÈal classes. Since no major

modifications were required" and all ability and treatment

groups vrere equal-ly represenÈed, the class was reÈained as part

of the Èotal experimenÈal sauple. Results of the study were

combined r,tith those of the other experirner.tal groups to compleÈe

the experimental- data.
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EthÍcal- Considerations

Ïhe possÍble adverse effect of a negative treatment on

subjectsr aËtitudes and emoËional stability was of utmost

concern to the experimenËer before and throughout the experi-

menÈal period. Hor¡ever, eÈhíca1 justification for íncluding

a negative treatment hlas based on the fact that simj-lar and

possibly l4lorse conditions exist in many tnormalt classrooms

in the public schools. It r,¡as felt that a major step Èoward

creating an arìIareness of these conditions and elirnínating them

would be Ëo identífy them and their effects on affective and

eognitive aspects of studentt learning (i.e. attiËudes and

performance).

Furùher it was rationalized that the short experímental

period would ïeduce the possibility of any long-term adverse

attítudinal or emotional changes being incurred.

At the completíon of the experimental period, the experi-

menter returned to eaeh elass and asked them to react in

r,¡rÍtten form to the following questions:

1. Do you thÍnk that the comments that were writÈen on

youï paper hrere teneouraging' or 'discouraging' or

2. Hor,r did these corunents make you feel?

3. Did your feelings toward me or the writing assignments

change from the beginning of the project to the end?

If so, in whay way?

4. Do you think that the comnents you received affected

the amount of effort you put inÈo the assignments?
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If so, in what way?

After sËudents had ans¡¿ered these questíons and the

papers had been collected, the experimenter explained the

real nature of the project and the basis on whích comments

were assigned" Any questions from students and teachers vrele

answered at this ËÍme also

IË .was felt that this exercise r¿oul-d serve a therapeutic

function by providing an opporËunity for students to venË any

hostility and frustration ËhaË may have developed as a result

of negative experimental conditions. Students I¡Iere encouraged

to ans\,rer freely and honestly to all the questions

Methods of AnalYsis

Analvsis of AttíËude Data

Since Lhe Attitude Scale was used to deËermine r¿hether

any change in atËitude occurred as a result of the experimenÈal

treatment, it was important to determine whetheT any íniËial

differences existed among eíËher the treatmenË or ability

groupings. Consequently, an anal-ysis of variance was employed

to anaLyze the pre-treatment attitude scores for the ability

and treatmenË groupings.

An analysis of variance was also used to analyze the

post-treatment attitude scores Ín order Ëo dete¡¡rine whether

the experímental treatments had any differentlal- effect on

subjects among ability groupings. Due to significant diff-

erences in the Pre-treatment at.titude scores, an analysís of
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covariance r¡ras conducted on the post-treatment attitude scores

'using Ëhe pre-scores as the cor¡aríate.

Analvsis of TTCT Data

An addítional analysis of variance was used to anaLyze

Èhe results of Torrance activity 1-A to determine if any sig-

nificant initial difference exísted among the treatment groups

for Fluency, Flexibility, Originality, and Total- Creativity.

Analysis of variance \.ras used further to analyze the

results of Ëhe four remainíng Torrance activities with abíl-

ity and treatment as the main effects.

The specific effect of treatments on creative Ëhinking

(í.e. Total Creativity) was examined by means of orthogonal

comparisons. The following specÍ-fic comparisons rnrere made:

1. ToËal- positive Ëreatments versus Èotal negative

2"

3.

treatmerits,

Positive Personal versus

NegatÍve Personal versus

Positive Impersonal

Negative hnpersonal

SËatement of Hypotheses

The present study Í/as concerned with the differential-

effect of teachers I wriÈten coûrments, varying in affective

tone and personalization, on students I attitudes and creatíve

probl-em solving. To guide this investigation the following

nu11 hypotheses were formulated:

1. There is no significant difference in the change of

attitude among treatment groups.
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2. There ís no signíficant difference in the change of

attitude among abilíty groups as a resul-t of treatment.

3. There is no significant difference in Fluency among

treatment groups

4. There is no significant.difference in Flexibility

among treaËment groups.

5. There ís no sígnificant difference ín Originality

among treaËment groups.

6. There Ís no signifícant dífference ín creaËive

thinking (i.e. ToLal CreativiËy) among treatment groups.

7. There is no signíficant difference between the effect

of toÈal positive Ëreatments and total negative treatmenÈs on

Fl-uency in creative thinking.

8. There is no signifícant difference between the effect

of Posítive Personal treatment and Positive Impersonal Ëreat-

merit on Fluency in creative thinking.

g. There is no signíficant difference betr¿een the effect

of Negative Personal Èreatment and Negative Impersonal Ëreat-

ment on F1-uency in creatíve thinking.

10. There ís no significant difference betvteen Èhe effect

of total- positive treatments and toËal negative treatments on

Fl-exibility in creative thinking

11. There is no significant difference beÈween the effect

of Positive Personal treatment and Positive Impersonal treat-

ment on Flexibility in creative Ëhinking.
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12" There is no sígnificant difference bet\,/een the effect

of Negative Personal treatment and Negative lmpersonal treat-

ment on Flexibility in creative thinking.

13. There is no significant difference betv/een the effect

of total posiËive treatments and total negatíve tïeatlIlents on

Originality J-n creative thinking.

14. There ís no sígnificant difference between Ëhe effect

of Positive Personal treatmenÈ and Positive rmpersonal treat-

¡nent on Originality in creative thinking

15. There i-s no signif icant dif ference beË\nreen the ef fecË

of Negative Personal t.reaËment and Negative rmpersonal treat-

ment on Originalíty in creative thinking.

16. rhere is no signifieant difference between the effecË

of the combined posítive treaÈments and combíned negative

treatments on total creative thinking.

17 . There is no sígnif icant dÍf ference bet\,reen the effect

of PositÍve Personal treatuent and Posítíve rmpersonal treat-

menË on total creative thinking.

18. There is no significant difference between the effect

of Negatíve Personal treatment and Negative rmpersonal treat-

Eent on total creative thinking.



CHAPTER IV

.

ANALYSTS OF THE DATA

Before presenting the analyses, the questions of rnajor

concerrì. which Ëhís study r¡ras designed to ansr^rer, are resËated:

1. trlhat is the effect of teachersr r.rritten corunenËs,

varying Ín affective content, on studentsr attítudes toward

self- and school-related factors ?

2" IlhaÈ ís the effect of teachersl

varying in affective content, on studentsr

The presentation of data follows the

by the statemenË of hypotheses in Chapter

ís listed and followed by the analysis.

Hypothesis 1

written comments,

creatíve thinkÍng?

sequence ouËIines

III. Each hypoËhesis

There is no significant difference in the change of
attitude among treaËment groups due to varying types
of affective feedback.

Table 4:01 presents the results of the analysis of

variance conducted on the pre-treaËment Attitude scores among

treatmenÈ and ability groúps.

The table indicates that there lras a difference, signi-

ficant at Èhe .01 leve1, among treatment groups on pre-treatment

Attitude scores. For this reason, an analysis of covariance

was conducted on the posË-treatment scores among abil-ity groups

usÍng the pre-Ëreatment scores as the covariate. This analysis

is presented in Table 4202.
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TABLE 4:01

ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE RESULTS FOR PRE-TREATMENT
ATTITUDE SCORES AI'{ONG TREATMENT

AND ABILITY GROUPS

Source of
Variation df Sum of

Squares
Mean

Squares
F ratio P value

Treatment Level 4

Abilíty Level- 2

Ability x. Treatment 8

Error 222

54993.sr

37r59.70

38206 . s9

937609.3I

13748. 38

l8s 79 . 85

4775 "82

4223.47

3.26 .013

4.40 .0i3
1. 13 .343

TASLE 4:02

ANALYSIS OF COVARTANCE RESIILTS FOR POST
TREATT"ÍENT ATTITUDE SCORES AMONG

TREATMENT AND ABILITY GROUPS

Source of
Variation df Sum of

Squares
Mean

Squares
F ratio P value

Treatment Level 4

Ability Level 2

Ability x Treatment I

Error 222

Adjusted Error 221

20s3.04

6253.02

29590.72

1s0448s0.

613159.75

sL3.26

3126 "5r
3698.84

6778.60

2774.48

" 18 .946

1.13 "326
1.33 .228

The results of Ëhe covariance, as presented in Table 4202,

indicate no signifícant difference among the treatment groups

on the post-treatment Attitude scores

Ttre hypothesis is not rejected.
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Hvpothesís 2

There is no significant
atËitude among abílity
of affective feedback.

difference in the change of
groups due to varying types

Referring again to Table 4:01, there was also a signifi-

cant difference in pre-treatmenÈ Attítude scores among ability

groups. Consequently, an analysis of covaríance l{as conducted

on the post-treaËment Attitude scores of the abí1ity groups

using the pre-treaÈment scores as the covariate. The results

of thís analysís, íncluded in Table 4202, indícate that the

difference in post-treatment AtËitude scores among ability

groups vras non-signifícanË .

The hypothesis is not rejected.

Interactions bet$¡een ability and Èreatment levels, as

presented in Tables 4:01 and 42O2, vrere non-significant for

the respective analyses.

The acceptance of hypotheses One and Tvro thus indicaÈe

that attíËude was noË sígnifÍcantly susceptible Ëo change among

either treatment or ability groups due to experimenËa1 condiËions.

Hypothesis 3

There is no significanË difference in Fluency among
treatment groups due to varying types of effective
feedback.

Since this study vras desígned to isolale and investigate

the effect of the experímental treatmenËs, it was importanÈ to

deternine r¿hether the treatment groups lrere ínitially of equal

ability. Therefore, an analysis of variance v¡as conducted on

the Torrance activity 1-A scores (the basis for assignment to

ability groups) arnong treatment groups. Table 4:03 presents

the results.
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TABLE 4:03

ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE RESULTS FOR

TORRANCE ACTIVITY 1-A SCORES

AMONG TREATMENT GROUPS

Source of
Variation

Sum of
Squares

Mean
Squares

F ratio F val-uedf

Treatment Level

Abí1-itY Level

AbilitY x Treatment

Error

4

2

B

222

230.52

r7 33L "62
329.82

74L9.7r

57 .63

8665. B1

4r.23

33.42

r.72

259.28

1.23

.146

.000

.280

Theseresultsindicatethatthedifferencesamongtreatment

grouPsforscoresonTorranceactivityl_AvTerenon-significant.

The effect of treaLments on Fluency \rras investigated using

analysísofvarianceprocedures.Theresultsarepresentedin

Table 4204.

TASLE 4:04

ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE RESULTS FOR FLUENCY

SCORES A}ÍONG TREAT}'IENT GROU?S

Source of
Variation

Sum of
Squares

Mean
Squares

F ratio P valuedf

TreatmenË Level 4

Abil-ity Level 2

AbilitY x Treatment B

Error 222

r0962.96

57803.22

8486.9B

t3r872.47

2740.74

2890 1 .6 1

1060. 87

s94.02

4.6r
48.65

r.79

.001

.000

.081
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The P-va1ue for treaËment 1evel in Table 4:04 indícates

that there was a highly significant (aË the .0Ol level) díff-

erence in Fluency among treatment groups.

The hypothesis is rejecËed.

Hypothesis 4

There is no significant dífference ín Flexibility
among treatl[ent groups due to varyíng types of
affective feedback.

Analysis of variance r¡Ias employed to Ínvestigate Flexi-

bÍlity among Ëreataent groups. Table 4:05 presenÈs the results

of thj-s analysis.

TABLE 4:05

ANALYS]S OF VARIANCE RESULTS FOR FLEXIBILITY
SCORES AMONG TREATMENT GROUPS

Source of
Variation df Sum of

Squares
Mean

Squares
F ratio Prvalue

Treatment Level

Abílity Level

Ability x Treatment

Error

4

2

B

222

7r9 .97

4118.40

338.66

8255.30

r79.99

20s9 .20

42.33

37 .I9

4.84

55.38

1. 14

.001

.000

.339

As indicated by the table, a difference ín Flexibility,

significant at the "001 level, existed among treatment grouPs.

The hypothesis Ís rejected.

Hypothesis 5

There is no signíficant difference in Originality among

treatment groups due to varying types of affectíve
feedback.
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Table 4:06 presents the results of the analysis of vari-

ance conducted on differences in Origínal-ity among treatment

groups.

TABLE 4:06

ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE RESULTS FOR ORIGINALITY
SCORES AMONG TREATì,IENT GROUPS

Source of
VariaËion df Sum of

Squares
Mean

Squares F ratio P value

TreatmenË Levels

Ability Levels

Ability x Treatment

Error

4

2

I

222

2350.14

13436.9s

2876.r0

38031. 87

587 .54

67tB.48

3s9.si

171.3i

3.43

39.22

2.1,0

. 001

.000

.037

A highty significant (at the .001 level) difference in

Origínalíty among treatuenË groups is indicated by the P value

for treatment. levels.

The hypothesis is rejected.

Table 4:06 also índicates a significant (beyond Ëhe .05

l-evel) interactíon betr,¡een ability and treatment l-evels.

Ihe source of this interactíon is presenÈed in graphic

form in Figure 4:01.
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FIGURE 4:01

ABILITY X TREATMENT INT.ffiACTION
SCORES AMONG TREATMENT

FOR ORTGINALITY
GROUPS
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The ínteraction appears to have resulted from the marked

fluctuation of scores of 1ow abilíty subjects across treatmenËs

relative to those for the middle ability group. The graph

indicates a marked difference in Originality scores rvithin the

negaËive treatrnenËs, favoring feedback which is personaLízed.

l,rlhile this Ërend is also evident r,¡íthin Ëhe positive treatments,

it is particularly pronounced for the negative treatments.

Also revealed is a compaïably dramatic discrepancy between the

negatíve impersonal and no feedback treaËments.

Hypothesis 6

There is no significant difference in creaLive
thinking (i.e. Total Creativity)among treatment
groups due to varyíng types of affective feedback.

The results of the analysis of variance conducted Ëo

investigate this hypothesis are presented in Table 4207.

TASLE 4:07

ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE RESULTS FOR TOTAL CREATIVITY
SCORES AMONG TREATT.,ÍENT GROUPS

Source of
Variation

Sum of Meandf òquares Þquares

TreatmenË Levels 4 28300.72 7075.18 5.47 .000

Ability Levels 2 177692. 28 88846 . 14 68.66 .000

Ability x Treatment I 22583.90 2822.99 2.lB .030

Error 222 287287.20 7294.09

Results of the analysis clearly indicate thaË differences

in creative problem solving among treatment groups were
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signifícanË (beyond the .001 level).

The hypothesis is rejected.

The source of the inËeraction betvreen ability and treat-

uent, Índicated ín Table 4207, is illustrated in Fígure 4202"

FIGURE 4:02

ABILITY X TREATMENT INTERACTION FOR TOTAL CREAT]VITY
SCORES A}ÍONG TREATI'{ENT GROUPS
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The figure indícates that the ínteractíon was probably

due to fluctuation in total creatíve thinkíng performance across

Ëreatments which t¡as much more pronounced. for the lorv ability

group relative to the middle abÍlity group. PersonaLízed feed-

back vrithin negaËive treatments resulted in greater total

creaÈÍve productíon than feedback that r¡ras non-persona!ízed,.

Further, the rnagnitude of the discrepancy between resulËs for

the negaËive impersonal and no feedback tïeatments suggests an

addítional source of interaction between ability and treatment

levels.

Hypothesis 7

There ís no sígníficant difference beËween the effect
of combined posítive treatments and combined negative
treatmenËs on Fluency in creatíve thinking.

In order to determine the specific nature of any signi-

ficanË fíndings which rnight result from experimental treatment,

the fol-lowing series of orthogonal comparisons ïras conducted

on the scores for Fluency, Flexibility, OrigÍnality and Total

CreaËivity rras conducËed:

1. Conbíned positive treatments versus combined negative

treatments.

2. Positive Personal versus Positive Impersonal.

3. Negative Personal versus Negatíve Impersonal.

Table 4:08 presents the resulËs of the comparisons con-

ducted on the Fluency scores among treaËDent groups.
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TABLE 4:OB

RESULTS I'OR ORTHOGONAL COMPARISONS OF FLUENCY

SCORES AMONG TREATMENT GROUPS

Source of
Variation df Sum of

Squares
Mean

Squares
F ratío P value

Posítive vs NegaËive
x Ability
I,Iithin PosiËive
x Ability
I,Iithin Negative
x Ability
Ability Level

PosiËive vs Negative

l^lithin Popitive
Withín Negative

Error

2

2

2

1

I
1

2L9

167.45

1985 . 81

2024.02

5BBBB .5 7

1044. 81

206.40

2350. 87

r2I2B7 .23

83.73

992.90

1012.01

29444.28

1044. B1

206.40

2350.87

s94.02

.14

r.67

r.70

49.57

L.76

.35

3.96

.867

.190

.LB4

.000

.186

.556

.049

The data in Table 4:08 índicates that the difference in

the effect of toËal combined positive treatmenËs versus total-

negaËive treatnenÈs on Fluency l^las non-significanË.

The hypothesis is not rejecËed.

Hypothesis 8

There is no significant difference between the effect
of Positive Personal treaËment and Positive Impersonal
treatment on Fluency in creative thinking.

Table 4:08 shows that dífferences between the effect of

Positive Personal Ëreatment and Positive Impersonal treatment

(i.e. Wíthin Positive) on Fluency vlere non-significanË.

The hypothesis is not rejected.
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Hypothesis 9

There is no significant difference between the effect
of Negative Personal treaËment and Negatíve Impersonal
treatmenÈ on Fluency in creative thinking.

Referring again to the results in Table 4:08, a significant

(at the .05 level) dÍfference is indicaËed beËween Ëhe effecË of

NegaËive Personal treatment and Negative Impersonal treatment

(i.e. Lrrithín NegaËive) on Fluency ín favor of Ëhe Negatíve

Personal treaËment..

Ihe hypoËhesis is rejected.

Hvpothesis 10

There ís no significant difference between the effect
of combined posiËive treatmenÈs and combíned negatatíve
treatme.nts on Fl-exibility in creative thinking.

Table 4:09 presents the results of the orthogonal compar-

isons conducted on the FlexibiliËy scores among treatment groups.

TABLE 4:09

RESULTS FOR ORTHOGONAL COMPARISONS OF FLEXTBILITY
SCORES AMONG TREAT},TENT GROUPS

Source of
Variation df Sum of

Squares
Mean

Squares
F ratio P value

Positíve vs NegaLive
x AbÍlity 2

I{ithin Posítive
x AbiliÈy
llithin Negatíve
x Abilíty
Ability Level

Posítive vs Negative

I^Iithin Positive
I^Iithin Negative

Error

2

2

2

I
I
I

2t9

109. 70

34.75

s6 .40

íLBB.23

200.33

4.6s

.07

7672.39

54. Bs

17. 38

28.20

2094.rL

200.33

4.6s

"o7

37.19

1.48 .23L

.47 .627

.76 470

56.32 .000

5.39 .02r
.13 .724

.00 .966
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Resul-Ès of the comparisons presented in Table 4:09 reveal

that there is a signífícant (beyond the .05 level) dífference

in the relatíve effecË of positive and negative comment treat-

ments on Flexibility in favor of the positive treatmenË.

The hypothesis is rejected.

Hvpothesls_ 11

There is no significant difference between the effect
of Positive Personal Ëreatment and PosiËíve Impersonal
treatment on Flexíbility in creatíve thinking.

Ihe findings in Table 4:09 show no signíficanË diff-

erential effects for positíve comment ËreatmenLs (i.e. Personal

veïsus Impersonal) on Flexibility.

The hypoÈhesis ís not rejected.

Hypothesis 12

There ís no significant difference between the effect
of Negative Personal treatment and Negative Impersonal
Ëreatment on Flexibílity in creatíve Ëhinking.

Differences in the effect of Negative Personal and Negat-

ive Impersonal Ëreatments on Flexibility, as shown in Table

4:09, \¡Iere non-signífieant.

The hypothesÍs is not rejected.

Hvpothesís 13

There is no significanË difference betr.¡een Ëhe effect
of coubined posit.ive treatments and combined negative
treatments on Originality in creaËive thinking.

The results of the comparisons for Originalíty scores are

presented Ín Table 4:10.
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TABLE 4:10

RESULTS FOR ORTHOGONAL COMPARISONS OF ORIGINAIITY
SCORES AMONG TREATMENT GROUPS

Source of
Variatíon df Sum of

Squares
Mean

Squares F ratio P value

PosiËive vs NegaËive
x Ability
l^lithin PosiÈive
x Ability
lJith Negative
x Ability
Ability Level

Positive vs Negative

tr]íthin Positive
Within Negative

Error

2

2

2

I
1

I

2L9

99.96

335.18

4s0.73

13717 .92

446.95

207.87

148. 39

34775.67

49.98

167 .59

225.36

6858.96

446.9s

207.87

148. 39

17L.32

.29 .747

"98 .378

r.32 ,270

40 .04 .000

2.6L .108

I "2L .272

.87 .353

Exaruinatíon of Table 4:10 reveals that there rüas no

significant dífference in effect on OriginalÍty between positive

and negative treatments

The hypothesis is not rejected

Hvpothesis 14

There is no significant differenee between the effect
of Positive Personal treatment and PosíÈive Impersonal
treatment on Originality in creatíve thinking.

ResulËs from the comparisons shorn¡ that the difference

beËvleen Positive Personal and Positive hnpersonal treatments

in effect on Originality tlas non-significant.

The hypothesis is not rejected.
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Hvpothesis 15

There is no signíficant difference betvieen the effeet
of Negative Personal treatment and Negative Impersonal
treatment on Origínality ín creative thinkÍng.

Findings presented in Table 4:10 indicate that ther-e was

no significant difference between the effect of Negative Personal

treatment and Negative Impersonal- treatmenË on Originality.

The hypothesis is noË rejected.

Hypothesis L6

There is no sígnificant difference betr¿een the effect
of combíned posítíve treatments and combined negative
treatments on total creative thinking.

Data from orthogonal- comparísons on Total Creativity

scores is contaíned in Table 4zIL.

TABLE 4:11

RESULTS FOR ORTHOGONAL COMPARISONS OF TOTAL
CREATTV]TY SCORES AI"IONG TREATT'ÍENT GROUPS

Source of
VariatÍons df sum of 

^Mean F ratio p valueÞquares öquares

Posj-tive vs NegaËive
x Ability
I^Iithin Positive
x Ability
I.Iithin NegaLive
x Ability
Ability Level 2 L807L6.07 90358.03 69.82 .000

Positive vs Negatíve I 4673.67 4673.67 3.61 .051

I,lithin Positive I 400. 78 400 . 78 3. 10 .578
!trithin Negative I 3297.44 3297:44 2.55 .Il2

2 900.48 450.24 .35 .707

2 4774.57 2387.28 1.85 .161

2 443I.62 22Is.8I I.7L .183

Error 2I9 257904.91 1294.09
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Resul-ts in Table 4:11 show that a signíficant (at the.05

level) difference existed between the effect of total positive

treatments and Ëotal negative treatments on Èotal creative think-

ing. The difference favored toËal positive treatments.

The hypothesis is rejecËed.

Hvpothesis .1_l

There is no significant difference betr,^leen the effecË
of Positive Personal treatmenÈ and Positive Impersonal
treaËment on total creative thinking.

The orthogonal comparisons indicate that there was no sig-

nificant difference beËween the effect of Positive Personal and

Posit.ive Impersonal treatments on total creative thinking.

The hypothesis ís not rejected.

Hvpothesís 18

There is no significant difference between the effect
of Negatíve Personal treatmenË and Negative Impersonal
treatment on total creative thinkíng.

Referring Ëo Tabl-e 4:11, resulËs show that no signifícant

. difference existed between Ëhe relative effects of NegaËive

Personal and NegaÈive Impersonal- treatmenÈs on. total- creative

thinking

The hypothesis is not rejected.

Summary of Findings

FollowÍng is a summary of findings resulting from the

investígation of the effecË of various tyPes of written affec-

tive teacher feedback on studentst aËtitudes and creaÈive

thinking.
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1. There was no sígnificant difference in the change of

attitude amol1g treatment groups due to varying types of affec-
Ëive feedback.

2. There v/as rio sígnificant difference in the change of
attitude among ability groups due Ëo varying types of affective
feedb ack.

3. There was a significant difference in Fluency among

treatmenË groups due to varying types of affective feedback.

ThÍs difference occurred betvreen Negative Personal and NegaËive

Impersonal treaËmenËs and was significant at the .05 level of
confidence.

4. There \,ras a significant difierence in Flexibility
among treatment groups due to varyíng types of affective feed-

back. Positíve treatments slere sígnificantly (beyond Ëhe .05

level) more favorable in their effect on Flexibility than v¡ere

negative Ëreatments.

5. There was a signifícant difference Ín Original-ity
among Ëreatment groups due to varying types of affectíve feed-

back.

6. A significant (beyond the .05 level) interactíon
between abílity and treatmenË for OrÍgínaliËy shor'rs that the

relat.ive effect of NegaËíve Personal, Negative Impersonal and

No Cornment conditions on low and niddle ability levels r¿as

rnarkedly dífferent " The effecË of both personalized feedback

within the negative treatnents and no feedback conditions,
relative Ëo negative impersonal condit.ions, were more dramatic

for the low ability group.

7. There hras a significant difference in total creative
thinking among treatmenL groups due Ëo varying types of affec-
tive feedback. Posit.ive treatments favored total creative thínk-
ing significantly (at the .05 level) more than did negative

tTeafments.

8. An Ínteraction, signifícant beyond the .05 1-evel,

betvreen abílity and treatment for total- creative thinking,
indicates Ëhat NegatÍve Personal, Negative Impersonal and No
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Conunent treatments had a greater dífferential effect on low

abílíty subjects than middle abílity subjects. The favorable

effect of both personalized feedback r¿ithin negative ËreatmenÈs

and no feedback relative Ëo negative ímpersonal conditions were

more pronounced for the low abiliEy group.



CHAPTER V

SI]MMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

Summary of Design and Procedures

The primary objective of this study \"ras to determine the

effect of teachers t ,nrrítten comments, varying in affective tone

and personal-jzatj-on, on studentsr creative thinking. 0f further

interest was the effect of these comments on studenLsr aËtitudes

Ëovrard self- and school-related factors

A sarnple of. 237 eighth grade students from four schools

in a rúdd1e class suburb r¡ras stratifíed by abilÍty and then

further subdivided by randomly assigning subjects to treatment

groups vrithin abiliÈy levels. The Torrance Tests of Creative

Thinkine (Verbal) was used as the measure of creative thinking.

Pre- and post-treatmenË adminístrations of the Attitude Scal-e

were used to uoníËor any change in atËitude under experímental-

conditions.

The ínfluence of the independenÈ variabl-es - ÈreatmenË

and ability - on creative thinking and attitude, was investigaÈed

by analysis of variance procedures. Due to significant differ-

errces in the pre-tTeaËment Attitude scores, an analysis of

covariance \¡ras conducted on Ëhe post,-treatment scores using pre-

treatment scores as Ëhe covariate. Further, orthogonal comparí-

sons r{ere used to determine the specific effect of treatments

on creatíve thinking.
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Suurmary of Findings

1. When pre:treatment Attitude scores \¡7ere used as
the covariate, post-treatment AttÍtude scores
Índicated thaË there was n6 significant change
in attitude among ability or treatment groups
due to varying Èypes of affective feedback.

2. Varying the type of affective feedback received,
díd result in significant differences in Fluency,
Flexibilíty, Originality and Total Creativity
among treatment groups

Linitations in Interpreting the ResulÈ,s

Interpretation of the results of this sËudy should be

guided by an ar./areness of the liuritations imposed by the experi-

mental desígn. Specifically, Ëhe sample, task, and instruments

used require .that caution be exercised in general-izÍng frorn the

findings.

The socioeconomic composition of the experimental sample

poses the most logical anðf or obvious probl-em in interpret.ing

the fíndings. It is reasonable to suspecË that the suburban,

predominantly niddle-class sample introduced cul-tural and social-

bias which, horvever subtler mâY have influenced the effect of

experimental treatmenÈs. Therefore, general-izations made from

these findings to popul-ations of different socioeconomic compo-

sition would be tenuous.

The fact that the sample vras comprised entirely of eighth

gracle students Ímposes a further restrictíon on the interpreta-

tion of findings. Since no other l-evels \¡¡ere represented in

the sanple, .any conclusions that are drarnm or generallzatíons

that are made, musÈ be confined to sÈudents in the eighth grade.
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The experíurenËal task iËse1f places addítional constraints

on the interpretation of findíngs. Due to the fact that this

study investigated the effect of experimental conditions on cïe-

ative thinking, the fíndings may be generalízed only to situations

in which creaLive thinkÍng tasks or creatíve production, as

defined by this study, are involved.

Finally, since no validity data Ís available for the

Attitude Scale, âDy sËatements regardíng attiËude and attitu-

dinal change as a ïesult of affective feedback must be tenta-

tive. Further reservation on attitude is necessary because of

the relativel-y short. experimental perÍod.

Conclusions

Results indicate that studenËsr attitudes toward Ëhem-

selves, school, and Ëeachers are not influenced to any signifi-

cant extent by the comments r.Tritten on their work. Further,

ability does not appear to be an influencing factor in deter-

mining these attitudes. This is suggesËed by the fact that

comments had no significant differenËial- effect on the atÈitudeS

of students among abitity levels. The results of the pïesent

study faíl to corroborate the findings of Gee (1970),TayJ-or and

Hoedt (1966) which indicated that students receiving positive

feedback displayed significanËIy more posítive aËtitudes than

those vrho received negative feedback. The difference in results

may be due, in part, to the short duration of the experimental

period of the present study. The attitudes saurpl-ed and at,ti-

tude measuring instruments empl-oyed may also account for Lack
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of support for the findings of previous studies.

However, the affective content of written feedback does

seem to influence the quantity of creative productíon. It

seems that students will produce greaËer amounts of v¡ork under

Negative Personal treatment than under Negative Impersonal

treatment. This further suggests that personalized feedback

is more influenËial in det.ermining Èhe quanËity of work pro-

duced than feedback r¿hich is not personalized. hthil-e findings

for within positive treatment comparísons (i.e. Positíve Personal

veïsus Positive Impersonal) were not sígnificant, inspection of

the descriptive data indicates a Èrend supporting the notion

that personalízed feedback ís more effective than non-personalized

feedback ín evoking creative responses.

Inspection of descripÈive data for toËal positive and

total- negative tïeatments also suggesÈs that positively loaded

feedback produces a greater quantity of creative producËion than

does negatively loaded feedback' Although non-sígnÍficant'

these results do indicate support for the findíngs of Gee (1970)

and Taylor and Hoedt (1966) which showed that quantity of work

produced under positive feedback condition vlas greater than that

produced under negative conditions.

Findings suggest that dívergence (i.e. flexibílíty) ín

creatíve thinking is susceptible Ëo the influence of affectÍve

feedback. I.lhile no definítive conclusions can be inferred from

the results regarding the relative efficacy of personalized and

non-personalized feedback, the descriptive data indicates Ëhat
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personal-ized feedback may elicit a widèr range of creative

responses from students than non-personalized feedback.

Although no categorical conclusions regarding the differ-

ential effects of treatments can be inferred from the resul-ts

for oríginality in creative Ëhinking, trends evident in the

descriptÍve data do offer sone suggestions for further investi-

gaËion. The production of unusual or infrequently-occurring

(i.e. original) responses by students seems subject Ëo the lnflu-

ence of personalized writËen feedback. The interaction bet\^7een

abil-Íty and treatmenË levels indicates that, at least for the

low abilíty level, a nested analysis of original-ity scores

would yield híghly signíficant results favoríng personalization

of feedback.

Further, consistent vrith fíndíngs for fluency and flexi-

bility, data for originality suggests thaÈ feedback r¿hich

employs positive affective Ëorie provides greater stímulation

to creative production Ëhan its negatíve counterpart.

Finally, it is reasonable to conclude, on the basis of

the findings, that creatíve thinkíng, which is the producË of

fluency, fLexibílity and originalíty combíned, í" tot. favorably

influenced by positively loaded feedback than by negatívely

loaded feedback. This conclusion corroborates Ëhe results

reported by Bridgeman (I97I).

trlhile findings regarding the ultímate relaÈíve effects of

personal-ized and non-personalized feedback cannot be interpret.ed

conclusively, the descripÈive daÈa índicaËes that use of
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personalized feedback night in some instances be more effica-

cious in the stimulation of creative production. A nested analy-

sis of the total creaËive thinkíng scoïes of low ability subjects

r',tríthin both posiËÍve and negative treatments would likely verify

this statement.

Inspectíon of the descriptive data reveals several addi-

tíonal trends in treatment effects. Although not included in

the orthogonal comparisons, thus precluding any conclusive

statements, the results do suggesË relationshíps which might

serve as the bases for valuabl-e research.

1. Examination of marginal means for treatment grouPs

indicates that feedback combining positíve affective tone and

personalizatíon is most effective Ín sËÍmulatíng fluency,

flexibility, originalÍty and hence Ëotal creative thinking.

The positÍve loading, however, seems Ëo be Ëhe uore powerful

element in the combinaËíon; both positive personal and posiËive

Ímpersonal feedback resulted consistently in greater fluency,

originality and Ëota1 creative Ëhínking than did their negatively

l-oaded counterparts.

.2. Agaín, while not included in the planned comparisons,

the consistency of pattern observed in the rnarginai- means for

no feedback condítion indicate that lack of feedback does not

have any detrimental effect on creative production. In fact,

the descriptive data suggest that not only is no feedback pre-

ferable to negatíve feedback, either personal or irnpersonal-,

but resul-ts in fluency, flexibility, oríginality and total creative
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thinking comparable Ëo that produced by positíve-impersonal

feedback. Trends in the raw data for Geets (1970) study tend

to corroborate those for fluency in the present study. However

rnrhile performance under no feedback conditions surpassed that

produced under negatíve conditions, it did noË approximate the

production evoked by positíve feedback.

DÍscussion

The findíngs of this study are interpreted and discussed

wíthin the framework províded by the principles of operant

conditioning.

The fact thaË Ëhere v/as no signifícant change in attítude

among treatment. groups or ability levels míght be attribuËed to

both the short duration of the experimental period and sÈrengËh

of previousl-y establíshed student attítudes. It is lÍke1y that

the attitudes sampled are the products of developmental processes

initíated in ear1y home and school experiences. Many attitudes

toward se1f, school and teachers have been establíshed and main-

tained by various combínations of posítive and negative reínforce-

ment, puníshment and extinction administered Ín the home and

school over a considerable time period and are, therefore, hígh1-y

resÍstanÈ to change. Ïn instances where experimental treatment

was consistent wiËh Ëhat of previous experíence, it ís reasonable

to asstune that any exisÈing, related attitudes were further rein-

forced. However, it ís also reasonable to assume that any noti-

ceable change, even short Èerm, in existing attitudes requires

a üore protracted and/or intensive treatment period. Certaini-y
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any enduring change requires more than a two and a half v¡eek

exposure to experimental conditions. The same consideration

would be even more relevant in cases where experimental treat-

menÈ was inconsistent \^7ith previous experience. In such ínsËances

powerful stimuli would be requíred to effect any change in attí-

tude during the short ËTeatment period. The fact that all Atti-

tude scores actually declined as a ïesul-t of experimental treat-

ment uúght be due to student response carelessness engendered

by use of the same form of the Attitude Scale for post-treatment

measure. It is also necessary to recognize Ëhe possibility Ëhat

Èhe lorver scores reflect a reductíon in moti-vation and loss of

interest ín the project. It may be thaË the difference in pre-

and post-. scores result from an artifact of the experimental

situation.

The influence of person aIízed feedback on creative thínkíng

(as indicated by the findings for Fluency, Flexibility, Origin-

alíty and ToËa1 Creativity) uray be attributed to a positive

affect.ive iupacË it has on students. Use of personal pronourts

and the studentfs first name may connote personal involvement

on the parÈ of the teacher in the work that the student has pro-

duced. This apparent aËËention from the teacher likely provides

posítÍ-ve reinforcement to the student and increases the likeli-

hood that, under símilar Ëask conditions, his performance level

wil-l- be ¡naintained or even increased

At best, non-personalized feedback may have no effect on

studentsrcreative thinking. A serious possibiLity exísts,
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hor¡ever, that failing to provide the personal dimension may be

ínterpreted by studenËs as teacher indifference. The ambiguity,

frustration and dísappoíntment that can ensue from such a situ-

ation may have an aversive, or punishing effect on students.

As a result, notivation declines "nd non-relevant or task-avoÍdance

behaviors develop. There also remains the possibility that a non-

personalízed feedback condit,ion can lead Ëo extinction of response

tendencÍes. Efforts or responses which are not reinforced tend

to weaken and finally may disappear completely. Students who

continue to sense teacher índífference are 1-ikely Èo lose interesË

and eventually to invesË only urinímal or no effort in their work.

The dynarnics of positive reinforcement and punishment are

further illustraËed by the differential effect of posítively

versus negativel-y loaded feedback on creaËive thinking. ït

seems reasonable to infer that feedback with a positive affective

couponent serves as positíve reinforcenent to students engaged

ín creative thínking tasks and ís largely responsible for esta-

blishing and maintaining high response levels. It may similarly

be inferred that negative feedback provides aversive stimulation

which causes anxiety and frustration (particularly when students

have not been Ínformed why theír work is unsatisfactory and how

to correcË or improve it) and leads ultimately to a l-ow level of

creaËive production.

It might be expected that failing to provide feedback to

students would result in low creative production due to the

extinction of task-oriented responses. (However, no sígnificant
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aversive effect was evident under no feedback conditions). It

is apparent that during the short experimental period students

under no conment conditíons, avrare that most other students r^rere

receiving comments, endeavored by continued and even increased

effort to obtain some type of feedback themselves. In fact, the

response paËtern for the No Comment treatment group might actu-

al-ly represent the middle stage of extínction in which response

rate ríses sharpl-y, indÍcating an attempt by subject(s) to secure

reinforcement, and then decreases rapidly. It rnight be hypothe-

sLzed that over a l-onger period of Ëime extinction under no feed-

back conditions would occur and creative production decline

narkedly

hoplications for Educatj.onal Practice

The global impl-icaËion of the findíngs of the present

study is thaË the type of feedback received by studenÊs does

affect theír classroom performance. The fact that feedback in

Ëhe study r¿as administered over a shorË period of time by an

outside examiner, suggests the possibility that even more drama-

tic results Dight be achieved if regular cl-assroom teachers

enployed sirnilar feedback treatments on an extended basis. This

further suggests that teachers should be a\,rare of the actual and

poÈential effects of theír feedback behavior on the various aca-

demic and social behaviors of theír students. Perhaps the most

crucial of these effects is that on attÍtudes of students tor;ard

school- and school- learning. Although an attempt to measure atti-

tudes directly (i.e. using the Attitude Scale) did not reveal
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any significant changes due to experimental treatment,, a more

subËle and índirect change might be expected as a function of

the relationshíp betuTeen the degree of performance success and

attitudes toward learníng. Repeated experíence of success in

task performance results in feelings of adequacy and posiEive

attitudes toward school and school learníng. These condit.íons

also help to uaintain, if noË augment, existíng moËivational_

leve1s - the willingness to engage in activity which provides

the same or similar consequences. conversely, experiencing con-

tínuous failure results in a sense of ínadequacy, negative att-

ítudes tor¡ard school and school learníng, and reduction in

motivaËion.

Ultirnately, the cumulative effect of success and faílure

plays a significant role in shapíng the sÈudentrs self concept.

As Bloon (1970, p.21) srares:

Given a sufficient number of unsuccessful experí-
ences, almost everyone must eventually succumb to
an acceptance of a self-vier+ which is negative or
inadequaËe. Similar1y, given enough successful
encounters wiËh learning experiences, one must
eventually come to a self-view which is positive
or adequate.

ResulÈs also suggest that it rnay be worthwhile for teachers

to invest tÍ.me providing personalized feedback to students, parti-

cularly regarding creative performance. rndication of personal

attention and involvement on Ëhe part of the teacher may be

highly reinforcing to creative effort and provide motívatíon for

simílar and related activities. Findings frour this study indí-

cate that this is definitely true for quantity of creative pro-

duction. Personal encouragement and support from the teacher
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rright instil in the studenL confidence necessary to experiment

wíth ner¿ or unusual ídeas - Ëo gradually overcome the resErictions

imposed by rigid, convergent thínking - and more completely rea-

Lize his creatíve potential

If one accepts the interpretation of findíngs made by the

writer, the ultimate implication of Ëhis study is that the dyna-

m'ics of affective feedback effect can be explained by principles

of operanË conditioning - specifically posítive reinforcement,

punishment, and extinction. Awareness of the means by which

the crucial factors of aËtitude, motivaËion, and self concept

can be more systematically controlled and their effects pre-

dicted should facilitate the task of establishing and maintain-

ing an atmosphere conducive to 1-earning.

Suggestions for FurËher Research

tr{híle focusing on the affecÈive dimensions of feedback and

their rel-ationship to creaËive thinking, the general framework

in which this study \Álas conceived and executed suggests many

possibilities for further research.

Perhaps one of the most obvious needs is to investigate

the effect of affective feedback on the creative thinkíng of

students from various age-grade levels. Extending the range of

the sample might indÍcate whether students at different points in

the age-grade continuum are affected differentialJ-y by affective

feedback. Is creative thinking in any particular age-grade

level(s) significantly more sensitive to change Ëhan in others

or are alL l-evels equally susceptible or vulnerable Ëo Ëhe power
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of affectÍve feedback?

A sinr-ilarly valuable contribution could be made by com-

paring the effect of affective feedback on creative thinkíng

across socioeconomic 1eve1s. Again, íf characteristic response

patterns emerged, they would broaden the base from which general-

Ízations could be made. This, in turn, could lend emphasis to

any resulting inrplications tor "arr."tíonal practise.

Another obvíous need is to determine the effect of aff-

ective feeàback on the performance of a wide varÍety of tasks -
not just those involving creative thínking - and should embrace

the many and díverse academic conËent areas

An addítional research strand should focus on the potentiar,

íf not actual , por¡rer of affective feedback Ëo províde motivation

to studenÈs. Itlhile still related to task performance, the empha-

sis ¡,¡ould be on the process rather than the producÈ of differen-

tial- affective feedback treatment. rncreased undersËandíng of

iËs dynamics woul-d ur,ake possible a more systematic application

of affective feedbaek and the resultíng behavíor more predictable"

l,lhile this study and recommendations for subsequent research

have emphasized the affective component of feedback, the rel-aËive

ínfluence of the cognitive or informational component on perform-

ance and attitudes needs to be investigated. Are there insËances

or situations in which providing task specifíc information is

rnore efficacious in effecting changes Ín task performance or

attÍtudes than providíng feedback designed to have an emotional-

moËivaËional inpact? rf soo rvhat are they. rt would be valuable
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Èo ascertaín r+hether Ëhe effecË of Ëhese components relative to

one anoÈher varies signíficantly accordíng to age-grade leve1,

task or personality type. Perhaps the mosË valuable approach

woul-d be to examine the effect of feedback varyÍng ín both aff-

ective and informational content acïoss thís same range of

independent variables.

The desígn of the present study revealed only the most

global effects of affective feedback. More powerful tools coul-d

be employed to determine dífferentíal treatmenË effects on indi-

vidual subjects by means of single organism research or repeated

measures designs. This should yield informatíon relevant to the

effect of treaËments on subjects with specific personaliËy, aBê

and abiliËy characteristics
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Raw Data Tables for All Treat.ment Groups

PART II

Cel1 Scores for Dependent Variables

PART III

Marginal Mean Scores for Ability Levels

Marginal Mean Scores for Treatment Groups
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PART T

RAI,J DATA TABLES FOR ALL

TREATMENT GROUPS

ExplanaËion of Colunnar Headings

1. Student identificaËion Number

2. School

3. Ability Score

4. Ability Level

5. Treatment

6. Pre TreatnenË Attitude Score

7. Post Treatment Attitude Score

8. Total- Fluency Score

9. Total Flexibility Score

10. ToËal Originality Score

11. Total Creativity Score



1.

001

002

003

004

005

006

007

008

009

010

011

012

013

2" 3.

22

4.

25

13

5.

13

07

RAT^I DATA TABLE

20

6.

34

'1338

44s

444

228

I82

389

372

342

332

439

328

406

336

26

7"

* A constant of 300 was added to all Attitude scores to remove negatíve values. Thus minimum and
maximum AttiEude scores obtainable \ÀIere 30 and 570 respectively

2L

*318

440

385

2T

35

8.

25

0s6

07L

072

t6

I52 116

2r0 045

400 r27

373 090

250 100

314 og2

275 080

352 050

472 081

33i 039

9.

23

35

10.

30

21

26

11.

43

20

28

100

L49

130

T7T

074

205

L76

169

151

743

106

148

095

32

29

3B

09

4t

46

24

4B

34

2B

26

35

35

29

26

30

32

30 lJ
ts
N)



1.

014

015

016

017

018

019

020

02r

022

023

024

025

026

2" 3.

34

36

4B

OB

16

16

2B

24

22

33

11

16

23

4. 5.

RAI^I DATA TABLE (con't)

6,

3

3

500

410

376

189

422

34r

489

422

481

429

370

49s

351

7"

499

367

339

221

419

34r

507

468

43r

433

379

493

364

B.

110

TI4

072

031

076

067

L25

089

069

120

0s6

0s6

045

3

o

2

42

49

33

27

30

24

42

36

4I

43

27

22

20

2

10.

2

36

50

2B

L7

L7

i5

52

40

32

54

37

L9

30

11.

lBB

213

133

075

123

r06

219

i65

r42

2t7

r20

097

095

H
(¡.)



1.

027

028

029

030

031

032

033

034

035

036

037

038

039

2. 3.

2T

54

34

24

4I

30

L4

I7

11

L6

11

1B

I4

4. 5.

RAI'I DATA TABLE (cgn't)

6,

501

s33

408

3r2

340

4t6

383

376

408

3r4

383

405

352

7.

542

s47

389

390

354

522

381

429

439

358

427

374

344

B.

078

150

074

060

I2T

058

044

054

068

053

039

042

065

o

31

40

29

32

3B

24

19

24

2L

24

¿J

I9

25

10.

5

42

95

25

T2

49

35

2T

35

11

09

25

i5

31

11.

151

285

L2B

i04

208

IT7

084

113

100

086

087

076

L2L

þ
H¡\
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040
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043

o44

04s
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047

048

o49

0s0

051

052

2" 3.

13

27

19

2I

22

28

43

L9

I4

1B

33

34

I9

4"

3

5.

2

RAI,I DATA TABLE (conrt)

3

2

.6.

5

323

455

366

269

240

266

295

479

323

436

519

500

44s

.7.

423

482

343

244

223

268

334

426

368

442

519

537

520

B.

051

045

0s6

041

07L

097

094

057

063

066

074

067

058

o

27

23

36

22

35

37

JJ

25

24

2B

30

26

35

10.

1B

t7

27

22

53

2B

32

I7

24

13

50

29

22

11.

096

0Bs

119

085

159

r62

159

099

111

107

r54

L22

i15
Êr
L^
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0s4

055

056

057

058

059

060

061

062

063

064

065

2. 3.

22

29

15

30

36

2B

30

1B

1B

15

I9

45

16

4" 5"

RAI^I DATA TABLE (con't)

3

6,

414

434

509

424

508

433

384

414

277

37r

46L

44s

467

4

2

3

7"

4

.450

460

527

392

496

447

391

422

219

356

45t

417

448

4

8.

043

096

040

050

113

068

097

055

061

056

043

139

106

o

3

30

35

T6

29

40

31

40

25

33

32

27

4l

38

10.

15

39

1B

3s

40

2I

37

26

2L

20

20

79

36

11.

OBB

170

074

114

193

120

174

106

11s

108

090

259

180 F
ts
o\



1.

066

067

068

069

070

071

072

073

074

075

076

077

078

2. 3.

15

23

2B

20

36

24

I7

05

32

2B

32

25

25

4. 5.

RAW DATA TABLE (conrt)

2

2

6.

327

429

440

500

442

43r

515

467

47r

399

347

339

391

7.

3

280

406

440

5r2

402

447

s46

497

495

405

36s

291

4s3

4

8.

061

065

115

080

113

063

047

044

050

063

074

050

104

o

5

28

34

34

29

45

30

24

16

25

30

35

23

36

5

10.

40

26

24

55

6L

30

25

T6

32

4I

40

22

42

11.

129

L25

173

164

2r9

723

096

076

r07

134

L49

095

782
lJ
t¿
!
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079

080

081

082

083

084

085

086

087

088

089

090

091

, J.

29

33

45

2B

53

24

46

T7

I4

24

11

15

50

4" 5.

RAI,¡ DATA TABLE (con't)

6.

473

37r

376

495

375

394

368

419

456

529

4L3

394

422

7.

5

501

272

391

428

367

412

420

4s3

4L6

s44

336

370

432

2

3

4

B.

093

160

097

099

078

058

060

060

06s

044

080

044

OBB

o

34

40

4s

3B

42

26

30

30

32

2I

32

22

43

10.

6t

99

65

37

65

36

1B

T4

2B

46

22

16

72

11.

1BB

299

207

174

lBs

120

108

104

I25

111

134

082

203
ts
co



1.

092

093

094

095

096

097

098

099

100

101

r02

103

L04

2. 3.

20

L6

T7

23

25

24

26

23

1B

2L

15

35

29

4.

3

5.

3

RAI^I DATA TABLE (conrt)

3

2

6"

448

267

354

334

428

397

363

362

'343

350

479

44s

387

7"

450

286

337

338

440

3s4

448

346

296

329

466

468

36r

B"

J

070

093

077

084

09i

061

110

078

045

037

050

I25

083

o

29

33

34

32

39

31

33

2B

al,

19

1B

40

32

10.

3

32

47

25

44

42

19

54

36

32

24

14

B5

55

11.

13i

173

L36

160

172

111

197

r42

102.

080

082

250

170
Hg
\o



1"

105

106

107

108

109

110

111

IL2

1I3

IL4

115

116

LI7

2. 3.

L4

35

27

26

I9

13

29

15

1B

T2

00

T2

L7

4. 5.

RAI,I DATA TABLE (con?t)

2

2

2

6"

)

350

435

406

369

344

315

392

396

414

282

246

244

437

2

7.

.367

336

399

36i

336

078

46r

309

266

109

243

319

270

J

2

B.

J

2

067

072

065

049

076

016

113

025

028

026

004

oL2

037

3

3

o

27

37

34

26

34

10

JL

1B

20

1B

o4

07

23

10.

19

34

53

T6

23

04

37

02

06

OB

01

04

18

11.

103

163

r52

091

133

030

L82

04s

054

052

009

023

078 l¿
N)
O



l"

118

1r9

t20

T2L

r22

I23

L24

I25

L26

L27

L28

I29

130

2,

2

3.

36

22

24

44

32

20

13

37

25

29

2T

44

15

4"

2

5"

RAW DATA TABLE (con't)

2

6,

2

443

387

463

417

239

462

338

428

45r

407

306

355

286

4

7,

3

4s0

375

447

424

222

382

254

385

45r

363

396

352

295

B.

2

089

050

070

073

082

077

042

07r

074

OBB

034

109

094

4

o

30

26

2B

31

35

36

27

29

22

32

19

35

27

4

10.

22

13

L9

15

29

27

09

24

26

Ll.

I4I

089

111

119

140

140

078

L24

r22

I4L

066

TB2

152

21

13

3B

27

H
N)



1"

131

r32

133

r34

135

136

L37

138

139

140

L4L

L42

143

2.

2

3.

30

27

22

1B

31

36

66

43

23

4T

4L

24

2I

4" 5.

2

RAI,I DATA TABLE (conf t)

6.

2

340

284

410

4ls

372

414

324

468

392

322

436

486

3s1

7.

284

3r4

418

32r

480

381

328

422

358

233

400

378

260

2

5

8.

4

082

070

096

043

130

098

078

071

098

086

115

111

072

3

9.

36

40

3B

19

35

40

2B

36

26

28

39

33

30

10.

24

29

20

13

30

39

11.

r42

i39

154

075

185

177

r49

r45

r4s

140

199

162

123

43

38

21

26

45

1B

2I
fr
N)
¡..)



1.

r44

14s

r46

L47

148

r49

150

ls1

152

153

154

155

156

2" 3.

35

28

25

19

I4

30

24

33

16

26

22

31

33

4.

2

5.

RAI{ DATA TABLE (con't)

3

6"

3

226

481

519

344

342

228

412

377

416

419

4L3

460

411

7.

140

477

526

317

381

228

430

369

409

425

383

380

280

8"

I32

077

127

083

068

083

065

072

046

090

093

r26

074

9.

3

4T

26

47

i5

2L

30

31

27

2I

36

3s

45

22

10.

4

67

18

26

13

36

44

24

13

1B

29

23

36

20

11.

240

L2L

200

ili

725

L57

r20

I12

085

155

151

207

116
1r
t\)(,



1.

r57

158

1s9

160

161

L62

163

164

165

166

167

168

L69

2. 3.

36

33

24

31

3B

26

2L

22

29

2T

4L

34

39

4.

3

5.

RAI,I DATA TABLE (conrt)

2

3

6.

426

46r

46s

423

440

378

509

343

502

480

4s9

412

474

4

3

7.

3

2

449

459

398

447

384

302

413

320

511

47L

5L4

L73

49r3

8.

2

098

096

062

075

L17

135

093

095

068

095

r22

r32

133

2

o

2

33

37

26

2B

33

27

30

31

33

27

42

2B

31

10.

33

43

32

22

35

24

19

13

16

T4

43

35

40

1i.

164

176

i20

r25

185

i86

L42

139

LL7

136

207

195

204 F
N)
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1.

170

17L

172

L73

t74

17s

L76

L77

178

L79

180

181

182

2"

3

3.

3B

27

23

32

47

35

28

27

24

27

30

27

26

4"

3

5"

RAId DATA TABLE (con't)

6.

427

428

4s7

472

453

433

482

490

522

391

522

4r3

4r5

3

7"

2

3

404

449

475

4BL

400

485

496

498

532

487

513

4t4

404

8.

058

059

068

063

TT2

095

070

078

069

083

063

078

073

o

26

24

2B

26

33

34

37

32

10.

27

L7

2T

25

4B

36

i1.

111

100

LT7

II4

193

165

r29

r37

r29

T4T

116

I32

135

30

32

35

2B

32

22

27

30

26

18

26

30
t'.)
lJl
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183

184

18s
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187

188

189

190

191

192

193

194

195
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T2

I6

20

2L

30

36

1B

18

23

23

29

07

33

4" 5.

RA'[^I DÀTA TÀBLE (conrt)

3

2

6.

3

4

391

349

452

442

396

349

310

440

422

360

346

318

413

7"

454

402

431

453

439

227

393

499

494

300

336

348

4124

4

8.

0s7

049

066

068

083

r22

072

073

085

066

073

064

144

o

3

2B

26

29

33

55

36

10.

27

09

19

11.

IL2

084

LL4

131

165

T9I

r20

118

138

118

I32

111

27I

30

27

33

T7

20

T9

27

2B

22

B3

31

25

34

25

31

25

¿+4
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196

L97

198

199

200

20r

202

203

204

205

206

207

208
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16

1B

L2

11

2B

13

t4

22

31

T9

22

20

15

4"

3

5.
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RAI,I DATA TABLE (con't)
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2

422

444

479

400

327

365

467

422

413
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362

444

408

4
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4

49r

386

510

407

297

341

49r

443
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347

36s
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430
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4
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073

r22
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091
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069
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40

37
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3B

23

32

29
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39
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13
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25
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25

33

I7

32

33

22

26

20
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135

L4L

135

161
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139

L32

116

163

172

L20

1.26

117

30

31

28
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3

4

7.

4

399

355

460

509

365

434

355

428

3L4

347

364

433

472

2

8.

3

2

4

L42

140

142

140

051

118

L37

085

080

037

060

061

049

4

3

o

2

33

z8

3B

37

')t

29

37

44

35

19

36

2B

z6

3

10.

2

36

23

62

42

24

29

22

42

30

19

27

22

i2

11.

2rl

191

242

219

097

L76

196

171

145

075

123

111

097 H
N)
\o



1.

235

236

237

2.

4

4

4

3.

34

28

27

4.

I

2

2

5.

RAI^I DATA TABLE (con't)

6. 7.

1

3

2

405

397

410

379

416

421

8.

100

073

062

o

37

28

27

10.

38

I7

20

11.

175

118

109

F
(/)
O



Treatment-Ab i1íty
DestÍnatlon

Pos. Pers.;High

Pos. Pers.-Mid.

Pos" Pers.-Low

Pos" Imp.-High

Pos. Imp.-Mid.

Pos . Irnp.-Low

Neg. Pers.-HÍgh

Neg. Pers.-Mid

Neg. Pers.-Low

Neg. Irrp.-Hlgh

Neg. Imp.-Míd.

Neg. Imp.-Low

N. C.-fi1gh

N. C.-l,tid.

N "C .-Low

Pre-t-reatment
Attl-tude

PART II

CELL SCORES FOR DEPENDENT VARIABLES

43r "25

433 .47

367 .63

405.92

405.94

378.07

389.7r

416.00

409.7L

429.00

4r3.25

4oo .47

383.27

372.63

359.24

Post-Ereatment
Attitude

432.06

44T, 4T

344 .7 4

382.80

408.00

362.00

377.43

4L0.47

413"88

4r7 .06

396.06

4L8.87

358. B0

376.94

360 "77

F1-uency

108.75

92 .47

60"11

r04.23

81.88

53.40

89 .86

66.53

63.24

80.56

75.31

sL.4

109.20

'76 .69

69.82

Flexibilíty

38.69

34.53

27 .37

38.77

29.25

24.07

32.64

29.93

25.24

33. 19

29.38

22.80

34.73

30.00

26.47

Original-ity

49 .69

32.7 L

21.47

45 .85

25.75

19.13

34.79

26.27

24 "29

31 .06

27 "56

L6.27

39.60

27.63

26 "88

Total
Creativity

r97 .13

r59.7r
108.95

188.38

136 . BB

96.60

Ls6.57

122.73

TT2.4I

147.31

135 . 3B

90.47

183.53

133 .94

123.18 ts
(+)
H



Ability
LeveL

High

Middle

Low

Pre-treaÈment
Attitude

PART IIÏ

MARGINAI MEA}I SCORES FOR ABILITY LEVELS

408.73

408.48

382.35

Treatment
Group

Post-treatment
Attitude

Pos" Pers.

Pos. ïmp.

Neg. Pers.

N.g,, Irnp.

N.C.

394.97

406.96

378.70

Pre-treaËment
Attitude

F1-uency

408. 73

396.43

405.67

4L4.s3

37L,2L

98.38

78"90

59.95

Post-treatment
Atritude

F1-exibllity

35"57

30.68

25.33

403.21

384.86

40r.67

4r0.49

36s.54

Oríginality

Fluency

40.12

28.06

21.80

85 .65

78.77

72.4r

69 .47

84.42

Total
Creativity

Flexibil-ity

L7 4 "39

138.19

107 .00

33. 19

30. 30

29.02

28.58

30 "23

0riginality

33. 83

29.43

28.1"3

25.15

31.10

Total
Creativity

r52.67

138.36

L29.22

125.11

145.63

H(,
¡\)
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APPENDIX B

SELECTED TORRANCE ACTIVITIES

ASK-and-GUESS

1. ActívitY 1-A

2. Actívity 1-B

SRODUCT IMPROVB4ENT

L. ActívitY 4-A

2. Activity 4-B

UNUSUAL QUESTIONS

1. Activity 6-A
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'j.. .,t
" ,Ä'sr - and..-- GUE€S

A ':
ld - 't

Actívíty 1-A

't'

The û¡st three aótivities will be based on the- drawing below. These activities will giv;
Uou-a-chance to see how good you are at as.king quãstions to find out t-hings t¡"ii;;
don't knorv and in rnakþg guesses about p-ossible"causes and. consequencer ãt Ë"pp""itigr.
tooF at.the pÍcture.. wh{ is.happe¡infl -wnat- can you teIl foi sur;t whåíáil¿;
need to know to understand what ió happening, rvhat caused it to hapten and what fo¡¡
be the resultl 

i 
- ---r5-- -

I
'r'

. ttîI élut
rdgl @/

@
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abourthepicrureontheSä:Hrå:f,å,fr::î::'i:'u"å'lr"ffii::äJ.ïiT"y'Jh:j
to ask to know for su¡e what is happening. Do not ask questions rvhich can be ansrvered
just by looking at the drawing. You can continue to look back at the drawing as much
as you want to.

c

Ã

7

a

I
0t

1_r

It

xc

t7

19

,,

GO .,N fO NEXT PAGE

F'q;ç-'
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29.

30.

43.-

46.

47.
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ASK-and-GUESS
138

The fi¡st three activities will be based on the drarving below. These activities will give
,you a chance to see how good you are at asking questions to ûnd out things that you
'åon't know and in making guessãs a-bout possible causes and consequences of happeoiogs.
Iæok at the picture. What is happeningP What can you tell for su¡el Whatdo you
need to know to understand what is happening, what caused it to happen and what will
be the resultl 

:I

et \9;{
é)þ

-*.tu
o&J-\c

'õ

s

r.æ
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sbou¡ihepictureontheildHrl":flå,ffi lï::'få:T'å",tri,l:i,:åïiäht#*T
to ask to know for su¡evhat is hàp_pening. Do not ask questiooì *tn.h.uo be ansrveredjust by looking at tåe drawing. Yòu cai contÍnue to loåk back at tnu-¿ru"iog as much
8¡t you want to.

OO ON TO NEKT PAGE

Fr="
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31.
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36.
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. PRODUCT ]MPROVEMENT

,g

In the middle of this page is a sketch of a sLufled toy elephant of the kind you can buy
in most ¡lirne stores foi about one to trvo dollar¡s. It is atout six inches taU a"a *effi
about a-half pound. In the spaces on this page anrl the next one, list the cleverest, most
interesting-and unusual_ways you can think'of for changing this øy elephant so that
children will have more fun playing rvith it. Do ¡rot ."otiy aiout ¡ow muän the chanfe
would cost. Think only about rvhat would make it moreÎun to play with as a Ëoy.

t

Iir

I

i¡

€æd

6
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PRODUCT I]'{PROVEMENT r43

ActívÍËy 4-B

In the middle of this page is a sketch of a stulled toÌ monkey of the kind you can buyin most dime stores foi about one to trvo dollars. tt ir á¡åui'.i* in"ir.i'iäl' u"¿ ñùhl,
about six ounces. In the spaces on this p_age anci the next one, list the cleverest, mostilteresting.-and unust¡al^way9 you can t¡intr of for changinf ;iti ;"y;;or."y ,á tnut
child¡en will have more fun playing rvith it. Do not rorr! aÉout h"*;;;h tfi..n-rg"
would cost. Think only about what would make it more fun 6 pl;y wirù a toy.

FIF'r'
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8.

o

10

l1-

18.

2t._
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UNUSUAL QUEST]ONS

ActivitY 6-A
In this activity, you are to think of as many questions as you c¿n about ca¡dboard boxes"

These questions should lead to a variety of different-ansrvers and rnight_alouse interest
and cr¡riosity in others concerning boxes. Try to think of questions about aspects of
cardboard bðxes rvhich people do not usually think about.

6.

t3

14"

1<

n"

18.

1(t

20._

21.

Y
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APPENDIX C

ATTITIIDE SCALE

I " Directions

2" Sample Exercise

a) TelevÍsion

3. Scal-es.

a) Using Oners Imagination

b) Myself

c) üIriting Assignments

d) Answering Questions ín Class

e) Advice from Teachers

f) School

g) Teachers

h) Asking for Help in School-

i) ReceivÍng Encouragement
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DIRECTIONS: (Read silently while your reacher reads to you).

The reason you are filling out this worksheet is to find out
how certain words make you fee1. When you fill out this
worksheet, decide how the r¿ord at the top of Èhe page makes
you feel, and Ëhen mark the scales below Èhe word. Mark the
word closest to the way you feel about the word at the top
of the page.

Here is how you use the scales:

If the word aE either end of the scale very strongly describes
your feeling about the word at the top of the page, you should
place your check-mark as shown below:

UNFAIR

FAIR UNFA]R

If the r.rord aÈ either end of the scale gíves
description of how you feel about the word at
page (buË if you donrt feel quite so strongly
place a check-mark as shown below:

a fairly good
the top of the
abouÈ the word),

GOOD

GOOD

BAI)

BAD

or

rf the r¿ord at either end of the scale only s1íght1y describes
your feelíng about the r¿ord (your feelings aïentt very strong
about the v¡ord), place a check-mark as shor'¡n belor¿:

EASY HARD

EASY HARD

If the word at
describe your
pager place a

I{EAK

either end of the scale doesnf t seem to
feelings about the word at the top of the
check-mark as shornm below:

STRONG
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IMPORTANT:

1. Place your check-mark in the mídd1e of the space,
not the edge. The correct way is shown belor+:

Y.l¿.lll\_t_
This Not this rvay

2. Be sure you check every scale. Do not skip any.

3. Never put more than one check-mark on a single scale.

Keep movíng fairly rapidly through this ËesÈ. Donrt sËop for
too long on any one scale, since \^Ie are interested in how you
feel when you first look at the v¡ords.

SA}IPLE EXERCISg

Now you are ready to do a sample exercise. Do not turn the
page until your teacher tells you to do so. Work only those
scales on the page marked "SAìßLE PAGEtr. Do not turn the
sauple page when you have fínished ít. Waít for your teacher
to te1l yoú.

Remember, 1-ook aË Ëhe word at the stop of the page. Then mark
each of the scales belolv. Do not skíp any items.

Are there any questions? Ready - Begin.
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sAt'fPLE PAGq

Televisíon

interesting _:_:_:_: unínterestíng

bad

imporËant

strong

unimportant _:_:_:_:

weak _:_:_:_:

easy_ : :

boring _:-_:

iuagínative _: : : : : unimaginative

worthless : : : : : valuable

dislike _:_:_:_: :_:_ like

smart_:_: : : :_:_dúnb

unpleasant_: : : :_:_:_pl_easant
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USING ONEI S I}ÍAGINAT]ON

interes tíng _: _:_:_:_:_:_ uninte resting

easy _:_:_:_: :_:_ difficult

inaginat ive _:_:_:_:_:_3_ unimaginaÈive

worthless : : : : : : valuable

unpleasant _:_:_: : :_:_ pleasant



MYSELF

interesting _:_:_:_:_:_

good 

-:-:-:-:-:
unimport ant _:_:_:_:_:

weak:::::

easy _:_:__:_:_:

152

uninteresting

bad

important

strong

diffícu1t

fun

:_ unimaginative

worthless:::::: valuabl-e

dislíke:::::3]-íke

smart::::::dt¡rnb

unpleasant _:_:_:_:_3_:_ pl-easant
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I,IRITING ASS]GNMENTS

interesting _:_:_:..---:_:_:_ uninteresting

good _:_:_:_: bad

unimporÈant_3 ¡ : : _:_ important

weak:::: :_ strong

difficult

worthless::::

díslike : : :

smart:3::

unpl-easant _:_:_:_:

unimaginative

valuable

like

dunb

pleasanË
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:_ unínteresting

: bad

ANSI^IERING QUESTIONS TN CI.ASS

good :_:_:_:

unimportant _:__

weak :

easy _:_

boring _:

imaginative :

:_ important

_:_ strong

: : : dífficult

::::fun

tTorthless _:

dislike :

smart :

unimaginative

valuable

like

dumb

pleasantunpleasant :



ADVICE FROM TEACHERS

155

: : uninterestíng

::badgood

unimportant

weak

easy

boring

inaginative

worthless

dislike

:_:_ important

strong

diffícult

fun

unimaginatíve

valuable

:::::like

smart _:_:--_:_:_:_:_ dunb

unpleasant _:--:_: :-_:_:__ pl_easant
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SCHOOL

inÈeresting _: :

good _:_:

unimporËant _: :

weak : :

easy _:.-:--

boring _:_-:--:_:

imaginative::::

worthless::::

dislike::::

:_:.--:__ uninteresËing

:::bad

importanË

strong

dífficult

fr:n

unimagínatíve

valuable

1Íke

smart 
--:_-:--:_:_:_:.- 

dumb

unpleasant_:_: : :_:_t--pleasant
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TEACHERS

interestíng _: _: :_:._:_ uninteresting

:::badgood :_:

unimportant _:__: : : : important

: : : strong

easy _:_: : : : dÍfficulr

boring _:_:

imaginative _:_:

--3_:_:_:_ 

unímaginative

rrorthless::::::valuable

sûìart::::::dumb

unpleasant _:_:__3 _.: :--:_ pleasant



inËeresting

good

unimportant

weak

easy

boring

imaginative

lsB

ASKING FOR HELP IN SCHOOL

:.-:_: _:---:-_uninteresting

::3::bad

: : : :_:_ important

: strons

:::::difficulË

:::::fun

: 3 : :_3_unimaginative

r.rorthless::::::val-uable

disl-ike::::::like

smart::::::dunb

unpleasant __:_:_: _:-_:_-:_ Pleasant
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RECETVING ENCOURAGH"IENT

interesting 

-_:

' : uninterestins

good _ :

unimportant _:

weak :

easy _:

boring 

-:
imaginative _:

::bad

:__:__ importanË

:_:_ strong

: : difficult

::fun

:_:-- unimaginative

: : valuableworthless :

díslike :

unpleasant _:_:_:_:_:_:_ pJ-easant
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APPENDIX D

Ð(PLANATORY INTRODUCTION TO ST'I]DENTS

lly name is Mr. NeÍlsen. If m from the Universit.y of

Manitoba. I am tryíng Èo find out how grade eight studenÈs

frorn differenË schools in Ft. Garry perform on a number of

different writing tasks and I would líke your hel-p. I will

be visitíng you several times duríng the next few r,reeks

and will be askíng you to do some thinking and wrítÍng.

The results on these writing tasks will have no effect on

your grade for thís term but I would rea11y appreciate iË

ff you gave your best effort.

Are there any questions?
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APPENDIX E.

COM},ÍENT RATING SCALES
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1) Ihis work shows very good undersÈanding.

VERY
NEGATIVE

NEGATIVE' SLIGHTLY NEUTRAL' SLIGHTLY POSITIVE
NEGATTVE POSITTVE

2) I think you have done exceptionally poorly, Jim.

VERY
POSITIVE

VM.Y
NEGATTVE

NEGATIVE SLIGI{TLY' NEUTRAL POSITIVE VERY
POSITIVE

SLIGHTLY
POSITIVENEGATIVE

3) The answers ín this assignment show weak imagination.

VERY' NEGATIVE' SLTGHTLY'NEUTRAL SLIGHILY 'POSITTVE

NEGATIVE NEGATIVE POSITIVE

4) I think your ídeas are interestíng, Jím.

VERY
POSTTIVE

VERY

NEGATIVE
NEGATIVE SLIGHTLY 'NEUTRAL POSTTIVE VERY

POSITIVE
SLIGHTLY
POSITIVENEGATIVE

5) The ideas gíven here are interestÍng.

NEGATTVE SLIGHTLY' NEUTRAL' SLIGHTLY POSITIVE
NEGATÏVE POSITIVE

This work shows liÈtle undersÈanding.

VERY
NEGATIVE

VERY

POSITIVE

6)

NEGATIVE NEGATIVE POSITIVE

t¡t
VERY NEGATIVE SLIGHTLY NE'IJTRAL SLIGHTLY POSITIVE VERY

POSITIVE
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7) This assignment has been well done.

VERY ,NEGATIVE IGHTLY'NEUTRAI
NEGATIVE NEGATIVE

SLIGHTLY
POS]TIVE

POSITIVE VERY
POSITIVE

;.

B) I thínk your ansr^rers show Ímagination, Jim.

VERY , NncATIVg 'sI-IGHII-y 'NEUTRAL' SLIGHTLY' POS]TIVE' VERY
NEGATIVE NEGATIVE POS ITIVE POSITIVE

9) I think you have done some very fine thínking, Jim.

EUTRAL' SL]GHTLY' POS ITIVE
NEGATIVE POSITTVE

10) The ideas expressed here are courpletely unínËeresting.

vERy ' w¡eAttvn 'sllclttLy 'N¡utnAl' sl,rcHtly' posltlvn '' vm'y
NEGAT]VE NEGATIVE POSITIVE POSTTÏVE

11) TTre ansr¿ers in this assignment show imagination.

VERY
NEGATIVE

NEGATIVE LIGHTLY VERY
POS]TIVE

VERY ' NEGATTVE.SLTGHTLY 'NEUTRAL SLIGHTLY' POS ITÏVE
NEGATTVE NEGATIVE POSITIVE

12) This assignment has been poorly done.

VERY
POSITTVE

lt'

VERY . NEGATIVE'SLIGHTLY'NEUTRAL'SLIGHTLY'POSITIVE' VERY
NEGATIVE NEGATTVE POSTTIVE POSITIVE
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13) I think yourve done some inferíor Èhinking, Jím.

VERY
NEGAT]VE

NEGATTVE'SLIGHTL NEUTRAL SLTGHTLY
POSIT]VE

POS ITIVE VERY
POSITIVENEGATÏVE

14) This work shows extremel-y litt1e understanding.

VERY
NEGATIVE

NEGATIVE' SLIGHTLY NEUTRAL' SLIGHTLY' POSITIVE VERY
NEGATTVE POS]TIVE POSITIVE

15) This is a very fíne piece of thinking.

NEGATIVE ,SLIGHTLY
NEUTRAL' SLIGHTLY POSTTIVE VERY

NEGATIVE POSITIVE POSITIVE

16) I think you've shown good understanding, Jim.

VERY . NEGATIVE'SLIGTTTLY
POSTTTVE

VERY
NEGATIVE

NEUTRAL' SLTGHTLY' POSITIVE VERY
NEGATIVE NEGATIVE POSITTVE

17) Ttre ideas given here are extremely ÍnterestÍng.

VERY NEGATIVE'SLIGHTLY' NEUTRAL SLIGHTLY'POSITIVE
NEGATIVE NEGATIVE POSITIVE

VERY SLIGHTLY' NEUTRAL SLIGHTLY' POSITIVE

VERY
POSIT]VE

VERY
POSITIVE

I think you have done exceptionally well, JÍm.18)

NEGATIVE
NEGATIVE

NEGATIVE POSITIVE
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19) This is an inferior piece of thinking.

NEGATIVE POSITIVE

20) I think youfve shown excepÈÍonally good understanding, Jím.

VERY

NEGATIVE
NEGATIVE ' SLIGHTLY NEUTRAL' SLIGHTLY POS ITTVE

VERY
NEGATIVE

NEGATIVE' SLTGHTLY' NEUTRAL SLIGHTLY ' POS ITIVE
NEGATIVE POSITIVE

2L) I think your ideas very interesting, Jim.

VERY

POSITIVE

VERY
POSITWE

VERY

NEGATIVE
NEGATIVE SLIGHTLY' NET]TRAL' SLIGHTLY POS ITIVE VERY

POSITIVENEGATIVE POSITIVE

22) The answers in this assignuent show terribly weak ÍmagÍnation

VERY' NEGATIVE' SLIGHTLY'NSUTRAL SLIGHTLY
POSITTVE

POSITIVE' VERY

NEGATIVE NEGATIVE POSITIVB

23) I think youtve done poorly, Jim.

POSITÏVE
NEGATIVE

24) I thínk your ídeas are completely uninteresting, Jim.

VERY

NEGATIVE
SLIGHTLY 'NETJTRAL SLIGHTLY 'POS ITIVE

VERY
NEGATIVE

NEGATIVE' SLIGHTLY NEUTRAL SLÏGHTLY
POSTTWE

VERY
POSITIVE

VERY
POSITIVE

NEGATIVE
NEGATIVE POSITIVE
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25) This assignment has been exceptional-ly well done.

VERY ' NEGATIVE' SLIGHTLY 'NEUTRAL ' SLIGHTLY POSITIVE
NEGATTVE NEGATIVE POSITIVE

26) I think youtve done well, Jim.

VERY

POSTTIVE

VERY

NEGATIVE
NEGATIVE 'SLIGHTLY NEUTRAL

NEGATTVE

27) I think youtve shor,rn no understanding, Jim.

SL]GHTLY
POSITTVE

POSITIVE VERY
POSITTVE

VERY
NEGATTVE

NEGATIVE' SLIGHTLY' NEUTRAL' SLIGHTLY POSITIVE
NEGATÏVE POSITIVE

28) This is a very inferior piece of thínking"

VERY
POSTTIVE

VBRY
NEGATIVE

NEGATIVE'SL]GHTLY' NEUTRAI' SLTGHTLY POS ITIVE
NEGAT]VE POSTTIVE

29) This work shows excepËional1y good understanding.

VERY
POSITIVE

VERY NEGATIVE' SLTGHTLY'NEUTRAL SLIGHTLY 'POSITIVE
NEGATIVE NEGATlVE POSITWE

30) I think your ans\,rers show tremendous imagination, Jim.

VERY

NEGATIVE
NEGATIVE SLIGHTLY NEUTRAL' SL IGHTLY' POSITIVE

VERY
POSITIVE

VERY

POSITTVENEGATIVE POSITIVE
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31) I think your ideas are uninteresting, Jim.

NEGATIVE

32) This work shows good understanding.

SL IGHTLY' NEUTRAL' SLIGHTLY POSITIVE
POSITIVE

VERY
NEGATIVE

NEGATIVE VERY
POSITIVE

VERY NEGATIVE' SLIGHTLY' NEUTRAL SLIGHTLY
POSITIVE

POSITIVE VERY
POSITIVENEGATIVE NEGATIVE

33) I think your ansr¡/ers show weak imagination, Jim.

NEGATIVE' SLIGHTLY NEUTRAL ' SLIGHTLY POSITTVE
NEGATIVE ?OSITIVE

34) fhis is a fine piece of thinking.

VERY
NEGAT]VE

VERY
POSITIVE

POSITIVE
NEGATIVE

35) I think you have done some very fine thinking, Jin.

VERY
NEGATWE

NEGATIVE' SL]GHTLY' NEUTRAL SLIGHTLY
POSITIVE

VERY
POSTTIVE

VERY
NEGATIVE

NEGATIVE' SLIGHTLY NEUTRAL' SLIGHTLY' POS ITIVE
NEGATIVE POSITIVE

36) fhe ansr¡rers in this assignment show great iruagination.

VERY 'NEGATIVE SLIGHTLY NEUTRAL SLIGHTLY' POSITIVE

VERY
POSITIVE

VERY
POSITIVENEGATIVE NEGATIVE POSITIVE
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37) Thís assignment has been exceptional-ly poorly done.

VERY 'NEGATIV SL]GHTLY' NEUTRAI,' SLIGHTLY' POS ITIVE VERY
POSITIVENEGATIVE NEGATIVE POS]T]VE

38) The ideas expressed here are completely uninteresËing.

VERY
NEGATIVE

NEGATIVE' SLIGHTLY' NEUTRAL' SLIGHTLY' POSITIVE ' VERY
NEGATIVE POSITIVE POSITIVE

39) I think you have done some very inferior thinking, Jim.

NEUTRAL' SLIGHTLY' POS ITIVE
POSTTTVE

40) I think yourve shown very little understanding, Jím.

VERY
NEGATIVE

NEGATIVE SLIGHTLY
NEGATIVE

VERY
POSITIVE

41)

VERY NEGATIVE' SLIGHTLY NEUTRAL' SLTGHTLY ' POS ITIVE
NEGATIVE NEGATIVE POSITIVE

VERY NEGATIVE' SLIGHTLY' NEUTRAL SLIGHTLY'POSITIVE

VERY
POSITIVE

VERY

POSITIVENEGATIVE NEGATIVE POSITIVE

42) The answers in this assignmenË show very líttle imagination.

VERY ' NEGATIVE SLIGHTLY'NEUTRAL SLIGHTLY'POSITIVE' VERY

I think youtve done some ext.remely fj-ne work, Jim.

NEGATIVE NEGATIVE POSITIVE POSITIVE
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lt3) This assignmenË has been very poorly done.

VERY' NEGATIVE' SLIGHTLY' NEUTRAL' SLIGHTLY POSITIVE
NEGATIVE NEGATIVE POSIT]VE

44) I think you've done very poorly, Jim.

VERY
POSTTIVE

VERY NEGATIVE ' SLIGHTLY 'NEUTRAL 'SLIGHTLY' POSITIVE ' VERY
NEGATIVE NEGATIVE POSITIVE POSITTVE

45) this assignment has been very well done.

VERY' NEGATIVE'SLIGHTLY. NEUTRAL
NEGATWE NEGATTVE

46) I think you have done very we1_1, Jím.

SLIGHTLY
POSITIVE

POSITIVE VERY
POS ITIVE

VERY NEGATIVE SLIGHTLY' NEUTRAL' SLIGHTLY POSTTWE
NEGATIVE NEGATIVE POSITIVE

47) Ttrís is an extremely fine piece of thinking.

VERY
POSTTIVE

VM.Y' NEGATIVE'SLIGHTLY NEI]TRAL. SLIGHTLY POS]TIVE VERY
POSITWENEGAT]VE NEGATIVE POSITIVE

48) rhe ansr^rers in thís assignment shov¡ very weak irnagination.

VERY ' NEGATIVE 'SLIGHTLY 'NEUTRAL' SLTGHTLY' POSITIV-- VERY
NEGATIVE NEGATTVE POSTTWE POSITIVE
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VERY

POSITIVE

4e)

VERY NEGATIVE' SLIGHTL NEUTRAL' SLIGHTLY' POS ITIVE
NEGATIVE NEGATIVE POSITIVE

50) I think your answers shov¡ great irnagination, Jim.

I think youtve shovrn very little understandíng, Jim.

VERY NEGATIVE. SLIGHTLY NEUTRAL' SLIGHTLY POSITIVE
NEGATIVE NEGAT]VE POSITIVE

51) The ideas expressed here are very interesting.

VERY
POSITIVE

VERY NEGATIVE' SLIGHTLY' NEUTRAL SLTGHTLY' POSIT]VE
NEGATIVE NEGATIVE POSTTIVE

52) I think your Ídeas are very uninLeresting

VERY
POSITÏVE

VERY
NEGATIVE

NEGATIVE SLÏGHTLY
NEGATIVE

NEUTRAL' SLIGHTLY POSTTÏVE
POSITIVE

VIRY
POSITIVE

53) I think your ideas very inËeresting.

VERY NEGATIVE SLIGHTLY' NEUTRAL' SL]GHTLY POSITIVE
NEGATIVE NEGATIVE POSITIVE

54) The ideas expressed here are very uninteresting.

VERY
POSITIVE

NEGATIVE
NEUTRAL

POSITIVE
IERY

NEGATIVE
NEGATIVE' SLIGHTL SLIGHTLY 'POSITIVE VERY

POSITIVE



55) I think your ansvrers show very weak imagínation, Jím.

VERY NEGATIVE' SLIGHTLY NEUTRAL SLIGHTLY' POSITTVE
NEGATIVE NEGATIVE POSITIVE

s6)

VERY NEGATIVE' SLIGHTLY NEUTRAL' SLIGHTLY' POS ITIVE
NEGATIVE NEGATIVE POSITIVE

57) Ttris is an extremely inferior píece of thinkíng.
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VERY
POS ]TIVE

VERY
POS ITIVE

I thínk youtve shown very good undersËanding, Jirn.

VERY NEGATIVE' SL IGHTLY' NEUTRAL SLIGHTLY' POS ITIVE
NEGATIVE NEGATIVE POSITIVE

58) fhis r¡ork shows very liËtle understanding.

VERY
POS ITIVE

VERY NEGATIVE 'SLIGHTLY NEUTRAL' SLIGHTLY POSTTIVE VERY
POSITIVENEGATTVE NEGATIVE POSTTIVE

59) I think your ansvrers sho¡¿ terribly weak imagÍnation, Jim.

VERY

NEGATIVE
NEGATIVE 'SLIGHTLY NEUTRAL SLIGHTLY' POSITIVE VERY

NEGATIVE POSITIVE POSITIVE

60) I think you have done some extremely inferior thinking, Jim.

VERY

NEGATIVE
SLIGHTLY
NEGATIVE

NEUTRAL SLIGHTLY' POS ITIVE VERY
POSITIVE

NEGATIVE

POSITIVE
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1. Positíve

2. Posítive

3" NegaÈive

4" Negatíve

APPE}IDIX F

TREATMENT COMMENTS

Personal

Impersonal

Personal

Impersonal
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POSITIVE PERSONAL

think you have done well, _.
Ëhink you have done very well-,
think you have done extremely we1l,

think this is a good effort, _.
thínk this is a very good ef fort, _.think this is an excellent effort, _
think youtve m¡de a good effort,
think youtve made a very good effort,
Ëhink youtve made an excel-lent effort,

like the good effort you have shown, 

--.
l-ike the very good effort that you have shown,
1íke the tremendous efforË that you have shown, .

think your work shows good effortr _.
think your work shows very good effort, _o
think your work shows tremendous effort, _"

1) r
2)r
3)r

II.
A.

IIÏ.
A.

rv.

vr.
A.

rB.

1) r
2)r
3)r
1) r
2)r
3)r

B.

1) r
2)t
3)r
1) r
2)r
3)r

1)

2)

1)r
2)r3)r

1) r
2)r
3)r

thínk your
thínk your
think your

ideas are good, _.
ideas are very good,
ideas are excellent,

v.
think your answers
think your ansr¡rers
think your ansürers

are good, _
are very good,
are excellent,

I.thínk youtve done sorne
aawork) 

' 

-.

I.think youtve done some
aawork) 

' 

-.

I think youtve done some
Íiwork)

fine (ittrinking;

very fine (ithinking;

extrernely iine (ithinking;3)
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1) I think
2) I thínk
3) I.thínk

aawork),

C. 1) You have done some fine (ithínbing; iÍwork) 
'--'2) .You have done sorne very fine (athinkíng;

lrwork) 
' 

-'

3) lou have done some extremely fine (ithinkíng;
aawork) 

' 

--

this is fine (íthinBing; liwork) , 

-.

this is very f ine (athinlf íng; rrwork) 
' 

-'
Ëhis is extremelY fine (athínking;

VII.
A"

VIII.
A.

B. 1)
2)

3)

1)
2)

3)

I thínk you've shown good (ithÍnl,cing; iirr,,d.rstanding), 

-'
I think yorrtv" shown very good (athinking;
iiunderstandíng) , 

-

I think yourve shown 1i.*"elLenÈ; iiextrernely good)
(itttinkingi iíunderstanding), 

-.
You have shown good (ithinkingi íiundersËanding), 

-'

You have shown very good (ithinting; íiunder-
standing), 

-
You havã ártot* Jtã"cellent; Íiextremely good)
(íthinkÍngi iiunderstanding), 

-.1)
2)
3)

I think youtve done a good job, 

-.

I think yourve done a very good jobr.---'
I think yorrt v. done an (iexcel-lent; iiextrenely
good) job, 

-.
I think this ís a good job, 

-

I thínk this is a very good job, 

-

I think Ëhis is an (iexcellent; iigr<¡remely good)
job' 

--'You have done a good job,

B. 1)
2)
3)

c. 1)
z)
3)

You have done a verY good jobr.-
you have done an (íåxãelreit;'ii;;.t.t.1-y good;
1íi¿¡g¡sndous) job, 

-.IX.
A. 1)

2)

3)

I Ëhink your ans\^/ers are well-
I Èhink your ansr{ers are very

Ëhought out, 

-"

well thought
ouf , _-.
f thint youi ansri/ers are exËremely well thought
out e _.
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B" 1)
2)
3)

c. 1)
2)
3)

ansrüers are \,7e11 thoughr out, _.
ansr^Iers are very well thought out, _o
.ans\,¡ers are (iextrenely; iitremendously)

out r 

-'

' Your ans\{ers are v¡el1 thought out ¡ _.
Your ansr¿ers are very well thought out: _"
Your answers are (iextremely; iitremendously) well
thought out, _.

r think your (irhoughts; iiid"""; iii.nsters) are
Ínteresting, _
I thínk yo"t Fttto"ghts; íiideas; iiÍ¿ns\./s¡s) are
very interesting, _.
I think your (ittto@nts; iii¿.""' iÍiansv¡ers) are
(iextremely; aatremendously) interestingr _"

I think Èhese (ithoughts; Íii¿"ts; iÍi"tt"wers)
are interesting, .
I think these Cíttt""eht"; iiideas; iii.rr"t.r")
are very ínteresting, _
I think these (ithoughts; iíideas; iiianswers)
are (iextremely; iitrernendously) interestingr 

-"

I think these
I think these
I think these
well thought

I think (ithese;
iii.rr"r.r"¡ are
I. think (íthese;
aaaanswers) are

xr.
A. 1)

X.
A.

XII.
A.

1)

2)

3)

B" 1)

2)

3)

I think (íthese; iiyour) (iid.ts; iithoughts;
iii¿¡1sçs¡s) show (ioriginality; iiirnaginaËíon),
I think (ithese; aayour) (rídeas; llthoughts;
iii¿¡sç'"t"¡ show great (ioriginality; iaimagina-

2)

tion) ' .-.
3) I ttrintJi¡¡.-""; iiyour) (iideas; iÍthoughts;.

íiians\nrers) show (iÈremendous; iifantastic) (aorigin-
ality; iiíir¿ginaËion), 

-.

iiyour) (iídeas; iithoughts;
(aoriginal-; aaímaginative), _

B. 1)

2)

3)

iiyour) (Íideas; iithoughts;
(ivery. iig¡early) (iorígínal;

good work, _.
very good work,
(iexcel-l-ent;

iiÍnaginative), 

-.

f tf¡int (ithese'-fÏyour) (iid"as; ifthoughts;
iiians!¡eïs) are (itremendously; Íifantastically)
(ioriginal; iíir"*inatÍve), _.

1)
2)
3)

I hope you eontinue (ítttis ' iiyour)
I hope you continue (itttis; iiVour)I hope you continue (athis, aayour)
iiextremely good) work,



B" 1) I hope (íttris; iiYonr)
2) I hope (ithis; iiyour)
3) I hope (ítttis ' iiYour)

good) work continues,

180

good work continues , 

-.

very good r.rork continues , 

-

(iexcellent ; iíextremely

XIII.
1)

2)

3)

I thínk your (iideas; íithoughts; iii¿¡5i7sas) show
good understanding' 

--:-.Í think your (iideas; iitrtonghts; iii"nswers) show

very good understanding'
I think your (iideas; íithoughts; iiianswers) shor'r
(iexcellent; iítremendous) understandíngr __-.
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I,

POSITIVE IMPERSONAL

1) Thís assignment has
2) Thís assignment has
3) This assignment has

ously) wel-l done.

been well done.
been very well done.
been (iextïenely; iitremend-

II.
A. 1)

2>

3)

B. 1)
2)
3)

c" 1)
2)
3)

This assignment has been given a good effort.
This assignment has been gíven a very good effort.
This assÍgnment has been given an excellent effort'

A good efforË is obvious here.
A veçy good effort is obvious here.
An (iexcellent; iiextremely good) effort is obvíous
here.

A good effort has been made here.
A very good effort has been made here.
An (iexóellent; iiextremely good) effort has been
tnede here.

III"
A.

rv"

1)
2)
3)

B. 1)
2>

3)

1)
2)
3)

1)
2)
3)

Itr s nice
Itr s nice
It.t s níce
effort.

This work
Thís r¿ork
This work
effort.

to see such an effort.
to see such a verY good effort.
Lo see such a (itremendons; iifantastic)

shows evidence of effort.
shows evidence of greaË effort.
shows evídence of (itreurendous; iÍ¡"ntastic)

v.
A.

The (iideas; iianswers) given here are good.
The (iideas; iianswers) given here are very good.
The (iideas; iianswers) given here are (iÈremendous;
iÍexËremely good; iiis)<gsll-enË)

This is a fine piece of (lthinking; íiwork).
This is a very fine piece of (ithinking' iiwork) '
This is an (iexcellent; Íi"*aremely good;
iii¿¡s¡sndous) piece of work.
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A. 1)

2)
3)

B. 1)

2)

c" 1)
2)

3)

VII.

VIII.

TX.

B. 1)
2)
3)

r)
2)
3)

1)
2)
3)

l)

2)

2)

3)

Some fine (ithinlting; iiworb) done here.
Some very fine (rthinking; iiwork) done here.
Some (iexËremely fine; iiËremendous) work done here.

This r¡ork shows good (ithinking; iiunderstanding)"
This work shornrs very good (itþinkíng; iiunderstanding).
This work shows (iexcellent; aaextremely good)
understanding.

These (iideas; iithoughts; iíi"rrst.rs) show good
(ithinting ; iignderstanding) .

These (iideas; iithoughts; íiíanswers) show very
good (ithinking; 

. 
iiunderstanding) -

Ihese (iideas; iÍthoughts; llaanswers) show. 
-

(iexcellerrt; ií"*tr.*ål-y good) (ittrintcing! ííunder-
standing) .

Good (ithínking; iiunderstanding) has been shown here.
Very good (athinking; iiunderstanding) has been shown
here.
(iExcellent; iiExLremely good) (ithinking; iiunder-
standing) has been shown here.

This (iwork; ii5ob) has been done r¡el1.
This (iwort; íijob) has been done very well.
This (awork; irSob) has been done exÈremely vrell"

These (iideas;
Ihese (|ideas;
These (lideas;
out "

iiatrsrer") are
iianswers) are
iianswers) are

I82

well- thought out.
very well thought ouË.
exËremely well thought

Ttre (aideas; aathoughËs;
interesËing.
Èhe (aideas; aathoughts;
very interestilg.
lhe (aideas; aathoughts;
extremely interesting.

iii¿¡swsas) gíven here are

iíi"n"t.r"¡ gíven here are

iii¿ns¡¿s¡s) given here are
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X.
A. 1)

2)

3)

B. 1)

2)

3)

c. 1)

2)

3)

XT.

XÏI.

1)
2)
3)

2)

3)

The (iideas; iíthoughts; iÍi"nsrver") (iwritten here;
||in this assignment) show (aoriginality;
raÍuagínaÈion).
The (iideas; iithou$hts; iii¿tlswers) (iwritten here;
iiín this assígnnent show great (aoriginality;
aaímasinatíon) .

The (íidu""; íitho,rghts; iiianswers) (ívrritten here;
iiin this aårigtueni) show 1i¿temendous; iifantastic)
(ioriginality; iiimagination) .

The (iidea"; iithoughts; iiiansvters) (iwritten here;
iiin this assignment) are. (ioriginal; aaimagínative) .

The (iideas; iithoughts; araanswers) (ir¿ritten here;
iiin this assignment) are (ivery; iigreatlv)
(ioriginal-; arimaginative) .
The (iídeas; iithoughts; iiianswers) (iwrítten here;
iiin thÍg assignmeni) are (itrernendously; iifantasti-
calIy) (aoríginal; arimaginative)

The (íideas; iithoughts) in these answers show
(iorígínality ; iiímaginatíon) .

The (iídeas' iíthonghts) in these ansr^/ers show great
(ioriginality; iiimagination) .

Ttre (iid.as; iithoughts) in ËÞese answers show
(ltremendous; aafantastic) ( aoriginality;
iíirnagination) .

Hopeful-1-y, this good work will continue.
Hopefully, Ëhis very good worB.will continue.
Hopefully, thís (iexcellent; aatremendously good)
work will continue.

These (íi'deas; iitho,rghts; iíí"nsr¡/ers) show good
understanding.
These (aideas; ilthoughts; rri¿nswsrs) show very
sood understandine.
íL"". (íideasi .iilho.rehts; íii.ns\,Iers) show
(iexcellent; raextremely good) understanding.

1)
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NEGATTVE PERSONAL

I think you have done poorly, _.
I think you have done very poorly,
I Lhink you have done extremely poorly: 

-oI think this is a (ípoor; iiweak; iiirrnsatisfactory)
ef fort , _.
r think this is a very (ípoor; íiweak' Íiiuns¿¡is-
factory) effort, 

-

I Ëhink Ëhis is an extremely (apoor; aaweak;
iiiuns¿¿lsfactory) effort, _:__

I think youtve made a (ípoor; ííweak; iiiunsaËisfac-
tory) effort, _. , !!I think youtve made a very (apoor; aaweak; Íiiun5¿¿15-
factory) efforÈ, 

-

I.thínt youtve *"d. "t*tremely 
(ípoor; iiv¡eak;

.araunsatisfactory) effort, 

-.
You have made a (ipoor; iiweak' íi'isns¿tisfactory)
ef f ort, ___.
You have nade a very (ipoor; aiweak" iil-unsatisfactory)
effort,
You have made a (íextrenely; iicompletely) (ipoor;
iiweak; iiitursatisfacËoïy) effort , 

-'.

II.
A.

IIÏ.
A.

1)
2)
3)

1)

2)

3)

B. 1)

2)

3)

c. r)

2)

3)

1)
2)

3)

B. 1)
2)

3)

c. 1)
2)

3)

Irm unhappy with
Irm rmhappy wíth
eff ort, 

--.
Itur unhappy with
of effort,

your lack of effort , 

-.

your (agreat; raobvious) lack of

your (íextreme; iicompl-ete) lack

Itm disappointed by your lack of effort, 

-.

Irm dÍsappointed by your (agreat; iiobvíous) lack
of effort, _-_
rrm disappoãtã- uy yont (iextreme; iicomplete)
lack of ef forÈ , 

-.
I think(itnis; iiVour) work shows lack-of effort,
I.think lithis;iiyour) work shows an (agreat;
Ííobvious) lack of efforË, 

-.

I.think (ithis; íiyour) work shows an (iextrerne;
aacomplete) lack of efforË' 

-.



D. 1)
2)

3)

rv.

v"
A.

I think (ithis; iiyour) work
I think (ithis: aayour) work
iíobviously) lacking effort,
I.think (ittris; Íiyour) work
alcompletely) lackíng effort,

is lacking effort,
is (agreatly;

is (aextremely;

18s

líi"tr"t"rs) are

iii¿nsçsas) are

iiianswers) are
rlweak) 

' 

-

1)

2)

3)

I.think your (iideas; iithoughts;
(apoor; aaweak) , _.I think your (aideas; aathoughts;
very (ipoor; iir,¡eak) , .
I.think- your (íideasi Tîtto"gnt";
(aexËrernely; aacompletely) (apoor;

r)

2>

3)

I.think you have done some (lpoor; iiweak)
(athinking; iiwork), 

-

I.think you have done some very (rpoor; lrweak)
(athÍnking; rrwork) , 

-.

I-think you þave done some extremely (ipoor; iiweak)
(rthinkÍng; aawork), _.
I think this is (ipoor; iiweak) (ithinking; iíwork),

I think Ëhis is very (ipoor; iiweak) (ithínking;
iir¡ork), 

-_ 

o

I think this is Lxtreurely (ipoor; iiweak) (ithinking;
iii¡ork), 

-.

You have done some (ipoor; iiweak) (ittrinting;
iiwork), _.
Ygu have dot* "or" very (ipoor; iiweak) (íthinking;
aawork), _
You have done some extremely (apoor; iiweak)
(ithinking; iiwork)

[.think you've shown (ipoor; iiweak) (ithinkíng;aaunderstanding), .
I think youtve-sho"t:ãtV (Ípoor; iíweak) (ithinking;
iiunderstanding) , _.
I think you?ve shown (iextrernely litt1-e; iino)
(ithinking; iiunderstandíng), 

-.

This shor+sthat you have (ipoor; iiweak; itili¿¿1s)
understanding,
fþfs shows thaË you have very (ipoor; iíweak¡
aralittle) understandÍng, _
This shows that you have .*tr.*.ty (ipoor; liweak;
iil1i¡¡1s) understanding, _o

B. r)
2)

3)

c. r)

2)

3)

vr.
A. 1)

B. 1)

2)

3)

2)

3)
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VÏI.
A. 1)

2)

3)

B. 1)

2)

3)

c. 1)

2>

3)

c. 1)
2)

3)

1)
2)

3)

B. r)'' 2)
3)

1)

2)

3)

You have shornrn (Ípoor; iiweak; iíi1i¡¡fs) (ithinking;
iiunderstandíng) , 

-.

You have shown very (ipoor; iíweak' iiili¡¡1s)
(ithinking; iiunderstanding) , 

-

You have shovm exÈremely (ipoor; íiweak' iiili¡¿1s)
(ithinking; iiunderstanding) , _.

I think you have done a (ipoor; iíunsaËisfactory)
j ob, _.-_.
I think you have done a very (ípoor; iir:nsaËisfac-
tory) job, _.
I thínÈ yon tr"n. dot. "tt 

(íextremely; iicompletely)
(ipoor; iiunsaËisfactory) job, _-.

I Ëhink this is a ¡ipoor; iíunsatisfactory) job,

f tfri"t this is a very çípoor; iiunsatisfactory)
job' 

-

I thinÈ Ëhis Ís an (iextremely; iícompleËely) (ipoor;
iir:nsatisfactory) job, 

--".You have done a (ipoor; iíunsaÈisfactory) job' 

-

You have ¿orre " v.iy (ípoor; iiunsatisrãctãryi
job, 

--.
You have done an (iextremely; iís.tpletely) (ipoor;
iiunsatisfacËory) job, 

-

VIIÏ.
A.

rx.

I think your
I think your
out
I think your
out r 

-_'
Your ansr¿ers
Your answers
Your answers

ans\¡rers are poorly thought out,
ans\^Iers are very poorly thought

anslrers are extTemely poorly thought

I rhink (ithese;
iiians\,rers) are
I think (íthese;
iií"n"r.rs) are
I rhink (irhese;
iilans\,ü'ers) are

poorl-y thoughÈ out, _.
very poorly thought out,
extremely poorly thought out,

íiy6ur) (iideas; iithoughts;
uninËeresting,
iiyeur) (iideas; iíthoughts;

very uninteresting, _.iiyeur) (iideas; iithoughts;
(iexÈremely ; iicompl-etelY)

are
axe
are

uninteresting,
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x.
A. 1) r think (ithese; íiyorrr) (iideas; iithoughts;

iÍíansrrers) show (ipoori iiweak. iiili¡¡1.¡
(iorigínality; iíi'nagination) ) :.
I thínk (ithese' iiyour) (iideas; iithoughts;
iíi¿ns¡¿s¡s) show very (ipoor; iíweak; iíi1i¡¡1s)
(íoriginality; iiimaginatíon), 

-.

I think (ithese' iiyour) (iideas; iithoughts;

2)

3)
iÍians\,rers) show extremely (ípoor; iiweak; iiilittle)
imagination,

B" 1)

2)

3)

I Ëhink your (iideas; iithoughts; iiians\,¡ers) are
(íunorígínal; iiuninaginative) ) :.
I think your (iideas; iithoughts; iii¿nsws¡s) are
(ivery; iig¡eaËly) (iunoriginal; iiuninaginative),

I:hink your (Íideas; iithoughts; iíitrisT¡7ers) are
(iextremely; iicornpletely) (iunoriginal;
aaunimaginative) , _.

Hopefully, (ithis' íiyour) (ipoor; Íiweak; iiil¡¡s¿¡-
isfactory) work will-improve, _
Hopeful-1-y, (ithís' iiyour) 

"árv-6õt; 
iiweak;

Íiiuns¿¡fsfactory) work ¡¡í11 improve, _.
Hopefull-y, (ithis' iiyour) extremely (ipoor;
iiweak; iiÍuns¿¡isfacËory) work will improve ' 

-
I hope (ittris; iiyorrt) (ipoor; iiweak; iiiuns¿¿-
Ísfactory) work.improves, _I hope (ittris; layour) very (rpoor; arweak;
iiís1s¿¡isfacËory) work improves,
I.tope (ithis' iiyour) extremely (ipoor; íiweak;
aaaunsatísfactory) work improves,

I think your (iídeas; iithoughts; íií"tt"wers)
show poor understanding,
I think your (iideas; iíthoughts; iiíanswers)
show very poor.understa:rdingr 

-

I think your (iideas; iithoughts; aaaanswers)

show extremely poor understanding, 

-.

xr.
A" 1)

2)

3)

XIÏ.

B" 1)

2)

3)

r)

2)

3)
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I"

NEGATIVE TMPERSONAL

has been poorly done.
has been very poorly done.
has been extremely poorly done

1) Itris assignment
2) This assígnment
3) This assignment

II.
A. 1)

2)

3)

1)

2)

3)

B.

Ihis assignment has been given (ipoor; iilittle;
aaaunsatisfactory) effort .

This assígnment has been given very (ipoor; iilittl-e;
l-l-l-sns¿¡is factory) effort.
This assignnent has been given extremely (ípoor;
iílittle' iíisns¿ËÍsfacËory) effort.

A (ipoor; iiweak; iiirrnsatisfactory) effort has
been made here.
A verr (ipoor; iÇeat' íiiu¡s¿tisfactory) effort
has been made here
An (iextrenrely; iícompletely) (ipoor; iiweak;
iiirursatisfactory) effort has been made here.

IÈrs disappointing to see such a (apoor; aaweak;
aar¡nsaËisf actory) effort
Itts disappointing to see such a very (ipoor; iiweak;
iiiunsatisfactory) effort.
It's disappointing to see such.a{r (iextremely;
aacompletely) (apoor; aaweak; aaaunsatisfactory)
effort.

IIÏ.
A" 1)

B.

c.

1) Thís work shows little evidence of effort.
2) This work shor¿s very littl-e evidence of efforË.
3) This work shor¿s no evidence of effort.

1) The lack of effort is disappointÍng.
2) The (iobvious; iígr."t) fatt< of effort is disappoinËing.
3) Ihe (aextreme; iicornplete) l-ack of effort is

disappointing.

2)

3)

2)

3)

IV"
l) The (iidg??; iiansrers) given

alweak; aarung?tisfactory).
Ttre (aidg?g; aranswers) given
aaweak ; aalungatisfactory) .
The (Íideas; iianswers).gíven
ilcompletely) (ipoor; iiweak;

here are (ipoor;

here are very (ipoor;

here are (iextreurel-y;
iiíunsatis factory) .



v.
This Ís a (ipoor; ilweak' iiiunsatisfactory) piece
of (ithinkíng; iÍvrork).
This is . lt"iy (ípoor; iiweak; Íii*1s"¡lsfactory)
piece of (ittrinking; tttglU).
This j.s an (iextrenely; ii"otpletely) (ipoor;. riweak;
íiÍuns¿¡isfactory) piece of (ithinking; íir¿ork).

This work sho¡,vs (ípoor; fiweak' iiili¡¡1.¡ (ittrint<-
íng; iisnderstanding.
Thís work shows very (ipoor; íÍweak; lií1i¡¡1.1
(ithinking ; iiunderstandíng) .

Thís work shows extremely (apoor; aaweak; l-rr-little)
(íthinking ; íÍunderstanding) .

These (iideas; iithoughts; Íiíans\rers) show (ipoor;
iiweak; iiitittle) (íthinking; íiunderstanding).
Tþese (iideas; iithoughts; iiiansllers) show very
(ipoor; iíweak' íii1i¡¡1.¡ (ithinking; - iiunderstanding)"
These (iídeas; iithoughts; iiíanswers) shor¡ extremely
(ipoor; íiweak; íÍi1i¡¡19) (ithinking; ííunderstanding).

(iPoor; iiweak' iií¡i¡¿1s) (ithinking; iiunderstanding)
has been shorvn here.
Very (ipoor; íiweak; iiili¡¿1s) (ithinking; iiunder-
standing) has been shovrn here.
Extremely (ipoor; iiweak; iiili¿¡1.¡ (ithínkÍng;
iiunderstanding) has been shown here.
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(ipoorly ; iiunsatisfactoríly) 
"

very (ipoorly;

extremely (ipoorl-y;

vI.
A. 1)

1)

2)

3)

2)

3)

1)
2)

3)

1)
2)
3)

2)

3)

B. 1)

2)

3)

c. 1)

2)

3)

VII.

VIII.

This v¡ork has been done
This work has been done
iiunsaËísfacÈorily) .
This work has been done
íÍunsatisfacûorily) .

ïhese ídeas are
These ideas are
These ideas are

poorly thought out.
very poorl-y thought out.
extremely poorly thought out.

1) Thre (iideas; ilthoughts; íiianswers)
are unÍnteresting.
The (ii¿.""; iithoughts; iiiansr¡ers)
are very unÍnteresting.
Ttre (iideas; iithoughts; iii¿ns\,ts¡s)
are extrerneLy uninteresÈing.

expressed here

expressed here

ex%ressed here

rx"
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x.
A. The (iideas; iithoughts; iiíansr+ers) (iwritten here;iíin this assignmeni) are (iunorigínal;

iíunímagínaËíve) .
Ttre (iideas; íithoughts; iiianswers) (ir¡ritten here;
aain this assignment) are very (iunoriginal;
rrunimagÍnative ) .
the (iÍdeas; íithoughts; iíianswers) (iwrítten here;aain thís assignment) are (iextremely; Íícompletely)
(iunoriginal ; arunimaginative) .

The (iideas; íithoughts) in these ansvrers show
llpoo.; iiweak. iiili¡¡1.¡ (iorigínality;
a}ÍmagÍnation).
The (iideas; iithoughts) in these ansvrers show very
(apoor; aav¡eak; aa1little) (Íoriginality;
íiimaginaË ion)
The (iideas; iithoughts) in these ansr¿ers show
extremely (ipoor; iiweak; iíí1i¡¿1.¡ (ioriginality;
iiimaginatíon)

'Hopefully, this (ipoor; ííweak. íÍiunsatisfactory)
work (isill improve; iiwill not continue).
Hopefully, thís very (ipoor; iiweak' iiiunsatisfac-
tory) work (awill improve; iiwÍll not continue).
Hopefully, this exËremely (ipoorl; iiweak. iiil¡¡1s¿¡-
isfactory) work (iwill improve; iiwill not continue).

1)

2)

3)

1)

2)

3)

B.

XI.
1)

2)

3)


